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ABSTRACT 

INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL SUPPORT AND FAMILY RESOURCES ON 

WORKLOAD, CAPACITY, AND DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS IN PARENTS OF 

CHILDREN WITH MEDIAL COMPLEXITY 

by 

PATRICIA R. LAWRENCE 

 

Children with medical complexity (CMC) are a small but growing population 

with chronic, sometimes life-limiting health conditions and high health care utilization. 

Their parents experience social and financial hardships and describe care as demanding. 

Research examining parental mental health is limited. The purpose of this study was to 

examine relationships among family resources, social support, parents’ perceived 

workload to care for their CMC and their perceived ability to do the work, and how this 

impacts family burden and parental depressive symptoms.  

A non-experimental, cross-sectional, correlational design was conducted in a 

national sample of 106 parent participants of CMC, recruited using social media. 

Pearson’s correlations and multiple regression was conducted to examine relationships 

among the major variables. Parent participants were largely white (84.9%) biological 

(91.5%) mothers (98.1%) ranging in age from 23 to 47 years. The majority were 

married/partnered (86.8%) and college educated (37.7%) with incomes of $50,000 or 

more (61.3%). Nearly 62% of parents reported clinically significant depressive 

symptoms. 
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Higher family resources were associated with less workload (r = - 0.47, p <.001), 

increased capacity (r = .54, p < .001), and fewer depressive symptoms (r = - 0.56, p < 

.001) while more social support was associated with greater capacity (r = .44, p < .001). 

Higher workload was associated with lower capacity (r = - 0.33, p <.001). Workload and 

capacity significantly predicted family burden (Adj. R2 = .515, F (2, 103) = 56.717, p = 

<.001). When workload exceeds capacity, it predicted both parental depressive symptoms 

(Adj. R2 = .203, F (1, 104) = 27.714, p = < .001) and family burden (Adj. R2 = .340, F (1, 

104) = 54.996, p = < .001). Together, social support, family resources, workload, and 

capacity explained 32.4% of the variance in depressive symptoms and 56.5% of the 

variance in family burden, with family resources being a strong predictor in both models. 

In this largely homogeneous sample of parents with CMC, depressive symptoms 

were common, family burden was significant, and both were explained by inadequate 

resources and high workload. Results emphasize the importance of care coordination 

support for families, as well as universal screening for social support, family resources, 

and depressive symptoms.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 Children with medical complexity (CMC), whose medical diagnoses vary in 

number and type, represent patients with high health care utilization due to their chronic, 

sometimes life-limiting health conditions that require a host of health care services 

(Cohen et al., 2011; Kuo et al., 2011). Although CMC represent less than one percent of 

all children in the United States (Berry et al., 2014), their care costs are disproportionally 

high, accounting for health care spending between $50-$110 billion annually, with up to 

80 percent of this cost due to hospitalizations (Cohen et al., 2012; Lassman et al., 2014). 

Despite these costs, CMC health outcomes remain poor (Kuo et al., 2018; Shumskiy et 

al., 2018). While studies focused on CMC health outcomes are increasing, research 

examining the broader impact on the family, and parental mental health in particular, is 

limited. Understanding factors contributing to parental depressive symptoms is 

particularly important given evidence for worse health outcomes in children whose 

parents have poor mental health (Pierce et al., 2019) as well as evidence of higher 

pediatric health care use in depressed mothers (Brooks et al., 2015). Poor parental mental 

health may limit one’s capacity to care for CMC who are more medically complex and 

who require frequent, active care and continuous monitoring at home, but these 

relationships have not been examined.  
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The care that CMC require by parents is demanding and stressful. In addition to 

the time required to coordinate and provide direct care to CMC, parents need to manage 

complex medication schedules, as well as medical equipment such as feeding tubes, 

tracheostomies, oxygen, and/or ventilators (Rehm, 2013). Time is needed to attend 

numerous appointments with health care specialists and these office visits are not always 

conveniently located near their home. Despite the time parents take to provide care to 

their CMC, these patients are more likely to have several unmet medical needs (Kuo et 

al., 2011).  

 This workload, sometimes referred to in the scientific literature as “demands” or 

“burdens”, is directly related to the daily care that parents provide to their CMC (Javalkar 

et al., 2017; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020). One systematic review found that parent 

demands, which are due to the complex treatment regimens and frequent appointments 

needed by their CMC, were associated with more illness-related parenting stress 

(Cousino & Hazen, 2013). This pile-up of demands affects family functioning (Mooney-

Doyle & Lindley, 2019). The workload related to caregiving is in addition to other 

routine daily parental responsibilities such as caring for other children, laundry, meal 

preparation and cleaning, while sometimes maintaining a job outside the home.  

 Parents of CMC are negatively impacted financially, and studies describing the 

experiences of parents of CMC consistently report the financial hardships that go hand-

in-hand with the time required to care for CMC (Kuo et al., 2014). For example, parents 

caring for CMC report costly out-of-pocket expenditures, and more than half of parents 

stop working outside the home to care for their CMC (Kuo et al., 2011; Mooney-Doyle & 

Lindley, 2019). More than half of families experience financial problems which was 
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found to be significantly associated with poverty in one study (Mooney-Doyle & 

Lindley). 

 Parents of CMC experience social hardships, and many parents describe the 

negative impact when social support is lacking, including feeling isolated and poorly 

understood by others (Caicedo, 2014; Mesman et al., 2013). Families of CMC are more 

likely to report little expectation of receiving any help from family or friends when 

assistance is needed (Thomson et al., 2016). Understaffed and underfunded community 

and home care services make the scarcity of social support that much more difficult for 

parents of CMC (Berry et al., 2014; Kuo et al., 2011). Parents of CMC describe the loss 

of free time to socialize or make friends, and the inability to get breaks from caring for 

their CMC (Whiting, 2013). Indeed, the complicated nature of caring for CMC places 

parents at increased risk for experiencing stressors associated with the workload that 

CMC require at home, in addition to the social and economic stressors that these parents 

are already known to experience (Pinquart, 2018; Thomson et al., 2016).   

 Social support improves coping and parenting self-efficacy and deters caregiver 

burden and depressive symptoms in some pediatric patient populations (Leahy‐Warren et 

al., 2012; Tak & McCubbin, 2002). Therefore, given the link between stress and 

depression (Hammen, 2004), it is reasonable to anticipate that the workload associated 

with caring for CMC places parents at increased risk for depressive symptoms, which 

may in turn affect the health and well-being of CMC. Moreover, social support and 

family resources, which includes financial resources, may play a role in easing the 

burdens and depressive symptoms experienced by these families. However, these 

relationships require further exploration. Examining these relationships will provide a 
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foundational understanding of how social support and family resources influence parental 

workload, parental depressive symptoms, and impact families of CMC. A deeper 

understanding has the potential to inform policies and influence the creation and 

availability of resources for CMC and their families. Moreover, a better understanding of 

these relationships will assist researchers to create targeted interventions that can 

minimize workload and strengthen capacity so that families are optimally prepared for 

caring for their CMC at home. 

This study used the definition of CMC presented in a seminal work by Cohen et 

al. (2011) which describes CMC as 1) having one or more chronic clinical conditions 

which can be lifelong and severe such as critical congenital heart disease (CCHD); 2) 

having substantial health service needs such as multiple surgeries; 3) having functional 

limitations, such as requiring a nasogastric tube for feeding or oxygen supplementation; 

3) having high health care use including the involvement with two or more subspecialty 

services over time.  

This study included CMC with the diagnosis of CCHD to provide a thread of 

consistency and homogeneity in a group whose medical diagnoses are known to be 

heterogeneous (Kuo & Houtrow, 2016). Congenital heart disease (CHD) affects 8 out of 

1,000 infants each year in the United States and is the most common type of birth defect 

(Van Der Linde et al., 2011). Approximately 1 in 4 infants with CHD is diagnosed with 

more severe CHD, known as critical congenital heart disease (CCHD) (Centers for 

Disease Control, 2020). This terminology is based on their need for expert care and 

specialized surgical intervention within the first year of life in order to survive. Many 

children with CHD fit the criteria for medical complexity based on the definition by 
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Cohen et al. due to their increased risk for neurodevelopmental morbidity, limited 

physical activity, increased health care utilization, health care costs, and the presence of 

other comorbidities (Razzaghi et al., 2015). 

Significance of the Problem 

Much of the existing literature on CMC and their parents has largely focused on 

describing drivers of CMC care costs, poor CMC health outcomes, and the demands and 

stressors that parents experience in providing necessary care for these children. Research 

examining CMC comprehensive care coordination programs that assist parents have 

demonstrated remarkably better CMC health outcomes and parent satisfaction due to 

improved communication between providers (Avritscher et al., 2019; Mosquera et al., 

2014), suggesting that parental workload and capacity to manage the workload are 

relevant concepts to improving the health and well-being of these families. Although 

studies examining CMC health outcomes are growing, research examining the broader 

impact on CMC parents has been limited. Parents of CMC carry enormous burdens over 

the life course of their children. The workload that parents encounter, in addition to the 

challenges in parental capacity to manage the complexities of CMC care, may contribute 

to poor parental mental health and have a deleterious impact on the CMC and family, 

particularly when parental workload outweighs capacity. Adequate social support and 

family resources may attenuate the effects that workload and capacity have on parental 

mental health. However, there is a lack of research examining these relationships.  

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to examine relationships among family resources, 

social support, workload and capacity, depressive symptoms in parents and impact on the 
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family of children with medical complexity. In addition, the relationship between 

parental workload, parental depressive symptoms, and a number of sociodemographic 

and CMC clinical factors were explored. 

Research Questions 

For English-speaking biological, adoptive, or foster parents (single or partnered) who 

are 18 years of age or older and who consider themselves to be the primary caregiver of a 

child 6 months through 5 years of age with critical congenital heart disease (CCHD) as 

defined by the Centers for Disease Control (Centers for Disease Control, 2020) who fits 

the definition of CMC by Cohen et al. (2011): 

1. What is the relationship of social support or family resources to parental workload 

or capacity? 

2. What is the relationship between parental workload and capacity? 

3. What is the relationship of parental workload or capacity to parental depressive 

symptoms or impact on the family of children with medical complexities? 

4. What are the relationships among social support, family resources, parental 

workload and capacity, impact on the family and parental depressive symptoms? 

4a. Do social support, family resources or parental capacity moderate the 

relationship between parental workload and parental depressive symptoms or 

impact on the family? 

5 What are the relationships among the number of prescribed CMC medications, 

number of specialists who care for CMC, number of hours per week of care 

coordination and number of hours per week providing direct care and parental 

workload or parental depressive symptoms? 
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Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework used for this study was an integrated model derived 

from the Family Management Style Framework (Knafl et al., 2012) and the Cumulative 

Complexity Model (Shippee et al., 2012). This revised model, using the steps for theory 

derivation outlined by Walker and Avant (2019), incorporated the concepts of workload 

and capacity from the Cumulative Complexity Model (CCM) to enhance the dimensions 

of effort and ability within the Family Management Style Framework (FMSF). The 

revised model, as seen in Figure 1, provides richer meaning for understanding the 

relationship between the concepts of parental workload and parental capacity described in 

the CMC literature and offers a new and insightful way of explaining the potential effects 

that parental workload and capacity have on CMC, their parents, and the family, 

particularly when parental workload outweighs parental capacity.  

The FMSF provides a framework for understanding how families respond to, 

manage, and incorporate a child’s chronic illness into everyday family life. According to 

the Family Management Style Framework, a family’s social network and family 

resources contribute to the ease or difficulty in how a family manages a child’s chronic 

illness (Knafl et al., 2012). Therefore, the concepts of social support and family 

resources, which have been described in the CMC literature as distinct challenges that 

impact parental workload and capacity, are included in the theoretical model. Included in 

the FMSF are three major components within which are eight dimensions for 

understanding how families manage the care of children with chronic illnesses (Knafl et 

al., 2012). One of the eight dimensions, known as management mindset, refers to a 

parent’s view of their ability to manage the illness, as well as whether the disease is easy 
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or difficult to manage. This dimension is similar to the constructs of workload and 

capacity from the CCM. However, the CCM goes further to posit that when an imbalance 

exists between workload and capacity, specifically when workload outweighs ability, 

poor health outcomes can occur (Shippee et al., 2012). Similarly, the FMSF includes 

individual and family outcomes in the framework, since the FMSF aids in understanding 

how individual family members, and the family as a whole, are affected when poor 

adaption to a chronic illness exists (Knafl & Deatrick, 2003). Given that theoretical 

frameworks have rarely been included in studies focused on parents and their CMC, this 

framework fills an important gap in the CMC literature.   

In the derived theoretical framework, presented in Figure 1, relationships have 

been established between the concepts of family resources, social support, parental 

workload and capacity and parental depressive symptoms and impact on the family in a 

number of categorical, pediatric chronic health conditions. However, few have examined 

these relationships in CMC whose care has been described as more complex and time 

consuming. Vessey et al. (2017) demonstrated a relationship between family resources 

(family finances) and its impact on families of children with cerebral palsy undergoing 

orthopedic surgery. Lower perceived social support was associated with more maternal 

mental health problems in at-risk mothers of premature infants (White-Traut et al., 2017). 

A relationship exists between parental workload and capacity wherein demanding and 

complex home care regimens for CMC may reduce parental capacity due to fatigue and 

stress, a phenomenon that has been described in studies involving CMC (Caicedo, 2014; 

Cousino & Hazen, 2013). Gibson-Young et al. (2014) established a relationship between 

parental capacity and a number of health and family outcomes in children with chronic 
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asthma. Finally, a relationship exists between family management (which includes the 

dimensions of parental workload and capacity) and parental depressive symptoms in 

children with autism spectrum disorder (Kim et al., 2016).  

 Although relationships between these variables have been examined in patients 

with categorical chronic illnesses, studies examining these relationships are lacking in the 

CMC literature. Therefore, the model in Figure 1 was derived to test these relationships. 

In addition, this study considered a number of FMSF variables (family resources, social 

support, and parental capacity) to evaluate their moderating effects on the relationship 

between parental workload and parental depressive symptoms and impact on the family, 

depicted in Figure 2. 

Figure 1  

Theory for Understanding Parental Workload and Capacity to Care for Children with 

Medical Complexity 
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Figure 2  

Testing for Moderation Effects 
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Children with medical complexity (CMC) have become an important population 

of research focus, given the growing numbers of CMC as well as their poor health 

outcomes, high health care utilization, and costs (Cohen et al., 2018; Cohen et al., 2011). 

The number of CMC has grown as a result of improved survival rates of conditions that 

were once fatal (Cohen et al., 2018; Kuo et al., 2011). The definition of CMC was 

derived from a need to further define a smaller subset of children with special health care 

needs who are especially medically fragile and whose health care requirements are the 

most intensive (Cohen et al., 2011). The term CMC, often used interchangeably with 

other terms including “medically complex”, is becoming more widely used to signify the 

chronicity of illness, as well as the time, resources and expertise needed by parents and 

health care providers to manage their care and achieve optimal wellness (Cohen et al., 

2018). Cohen et al. (2011) describes CMC as 1) having one or more chronic clinical 
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conditions which can be lifelong and severe such as critical congenital heart disease 

(CCHD); 2) having substantial health service needs such as multiple surgeries; 3) having 

functional limitations, such as requiring a nasogastric tube for feeding or oxygen 

supplementation; 3) having high health care use including the involvement with two or 

more subspecialty services over time.  

As the number of CMC has grown, so too has their medical complexity: a 2010 

secondary analysis from the Nationwide Inpatient Sample analyzing more than 61 million 

pediatric hospitalizations over 15 years demonstrated increasing medical complexity of 

inpatient children (Burns et al., 2010). Most noteworthy references about CMC describe 

this population as being small, representing less than 1% of all children within the United 

States (Kuo et al., 2011). Their disproportionate care costs, described as totaling 40% of 

all pediatric hospital costs (Kuo et al., 2011; Simon et al., 2010), are in large part due to 

the complexity of their care which is influenced by a number of characteristics.  For 

instance, CMC require inpatient and outpatient care from a variety of specialists, rely on 

expensive medications and therapies, require surgeries, procedures and life-sustaining 

technologies, and experience acute illnesses and exacerbations of chronic illnesses that 

require unique medical and surgical management (Cohen et al., 2011). These costs to the 

family, CMC and the system are driven higher when CMC care is not well-coordinated 

and when CMC parents are over-taxed because care coordination support is unavailable 

(Altman et al., 2018; Hofacer et al., 2019).  

The following sections describe what is known about parental workload to care 

for CMC, parental capacity to care for CMC, and depressive symptoms of parents caring 

for CMC. These concepts have been selected based on CMC literature describing them as 
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important to families and clinicians who care for this patient population (Barnert et al., 

2018; Barnert et al., 2019; Fayed et al., 2019). The mental health of CMC parents, and 

depression in particular, has been identified as a research priority given the lack of 

research in this area, as well as the impact that compromised parental mental health can 

have on children (Barnert et al., 2019; Woolf-King et al., 2017). Finally, the theoretical 

model used for this study suggests that social support and access to family resources can 

either support or hinder parents’ efforts to meet the challenges brought about by their 

child’s health conditions (Knafl & Deatrick, 2003). Thus, family researchers have 

recommended these concepts be included when research is focused on understanding the 

intersection of family life and chronic health conditions (Knafl et al., 2012). 

Factors Associated with Workload to Manage CMC Care 

 Workload refers to the enormous demands placed on parents to manage the day-

to-day care of CMC. A number of terms have been used in the scientific literature to 

describe these demands, including “challenges”, “stressors” and “burdens” when 

describing the day-to-day experiences of parents to manage care (Javalkar et al., 2017). In 

addition, parents feel on their own to navigate what they describe as a complex health 

care system that is unsupportive, siloed, fragmented, and confusing (Allshouse et al., 

2018; Cady & Belew, 2017), compounding the demands they experience. 

Workload due to Direct Care 

 Parents of CMC face a number of demands when caring for these medically 

fragile children. One common challenge that CMC parents encounter is in providing most 

of the direct home care to their children, which often requires specialized skills, medical 

equipment use, and complex medication schedules (Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020; 
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Rempel et al., 2012). Nearly half of CMC receive health care at home by one or more 

family members, and almost 12% of CMC receive 21 or more hours of direct care each 

week at home by a family member (Romley et al., 2017). Researchers have calculated 

that approximately 5.6 million special health care needs children receive an annual 1.5 

billion hours of family-provided care at home (Romley et al.). Outlining the time required 

of parents to care for their CMC is important when trying to understand its relationship to 

parental mental health and well-being, since more caregiving time has been associated 

with decreased quality of life for parents (Lawoko & Soares, 2003), and because 

caregiver demands are associated with more illness-related parenting stress (Cousino & 

Hazen, 2013). 

Workload due to Care Coordination 

 In addition to providing a majority of direct, hands-on care, parents of CMC 

spend considerable time coordinating CMC care, with some parents describing this aspect 

of workload as a full-time job (Cady & Belew, 2017). Care coordination provides links 

between CMC, their family, and all health care team members, providing continuity over 

time and across health care settings. Therefore, accounting for care coordination 

workload is important because it has the potential to mitigate crisis-driven overtreatment 

of the CMC when done thoroughly, but this effort requires time and skills for which 

parents are not typically trained. Parents are expected to provide a level of care 

coordination that is typically provided by nurses or nurse practitioners in program-

provided complex care programs (Ruggiero et al., 2019). Since care coordination services 

are often unavailable to most CMC parents (Hofacer et al., 2019; Mooney-Doyle & 

Lindley, 2020), parents must quickly adopt these skills. Moreover, community primary 
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care providers and pediatric specialists do not typically integrate care across the array of 

providers involved in CMC care (Berry et al., 2014), further emphasizing the need for 

parents to take on this task and do it well. 

Studies examining care coordination efforts have found that parents spend 

anywhere from 2 hours per week (Kuo et al., 2011) and up to 6.6 hours each week to 

coordinate care (Caicedo, 2014; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020), with 66.47% of CMC 

parents reporting no assistance with care coordination activities (Hofacer et al., 2019). 

Although effective care coordination has been demonstrated to improve CMC outcomes 

((Mosquera et al., 2014), parents are left to manage this workload on their own without 

guidance and support. 

Workload due to Health Care Access and Utilization  

Parents experience workload by spending a considerable amount of time taking 

their CMC to health care appointments. In one study, parents and their CMC attended a 

median of 11 to 15 medical specialty clinics in one year (Kuo et al., 2011), while Cohen 

et al. (2012) found that CMC had a median of 13 different outpatient physicians 

providing necessary care from 6 distinct medical specialties. Some parents describe 

needing to travel frequently to their CMC’s health care specialists, sometimes hundreds 

of miles away, because specialists are part of an urban, tertiary-care center (Cady & 

Belew, 2017). The location, number of appointments, and frequency of visits has an 

impact on the financial health and wellbeing of parents of CMC. A number of studies 

have underscored the financial impact that numerous outpatient visits and prolonged 

hospital stays have on families due to lost wages from interrupted work hours (Mooney-

Doyle & Lindley, 2019; Thomson et al., 2016; Vessey et al., 2017).  
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Despite the time parents spend utilizing health care services, their CMC are still 

twice as likely to have one or more unmet need when compared to children without a 

complex medical condition (Kuo et al., 2011). In particular, needs such as some 

prescriptions and preventive dental and vision care went unmet, with more than 5.4% of 

CMC having 5 or more unmet medical service needs in the prior year. Kuo et al. reported 

33% of parents of CMC had difficulty in accessing nonmedical services such as early 

intervention and childcare when compared to parents of children who were less medically 

complex. These studies, most of which are descriptive, underscore the workload that 

parents experience on a daily basis to access, manage, and coordinate the care of their 

CMC. Yet, despite the effort required by parents to do so, some needs of CMC go unmet. 

Capacity to Manage CMC Care 

Capacity refers to the ability, knowledge, readiness, or competency needed to 

manage a health condition (Shippee et al., 2012). Parents of CMC are required to manage 

the care of their child which may include complex treatment or medication regimes, 

complicated diets, and tracheostomy or feeding tube care (Caicedo, 2014; Romley et al., 

2017). Indeed, mastering these demands is expected of parents (Knafl et al., 2013). 

However, parents receive little or no training in preparation for providing complex care 

(Barnert et al., 2019; Spratling, 2017).  

Few studies have addressed the concepts of parental ability, competence, and 

readiness to manage the complex care that CMC require, and those that have examined 

this issue have mostly been descriptive and qualitative. A meta-synthesis of qualitative 

studies examining parents’ experiences in caring for children with special health care 

needs described parents feeling overwhelmed and unprepared to care for their chronically 
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ill child, requiring that parents quickly learn the skills necessary to provide complex care 

at home with little guidance (Nygard & Clancy, 2018). While parents willingly take on 

the care coordination and primary caretaker role, they describe frustration at the lack of 

resources necessary to meet these expectations (Cady & Belew, 2017). One qualitative 

study with 22 parents of children with congenital heart disease (CHD) found that nearly 

32% of parents lacked the ability and knowledge to care for their child at home (Ni et al., 

2019). Rempel (2012) interviewed parents of children with single ventricle physiology 

who described feeling like professionals after needing to quickly learn how to provide 

specific care to manage the needs of their chronically ill children. These studies 

emphasize the lack of ability, knowledge, and readiness experienced by parents of 

children with a variety of chronic conditions. 

In an effort to reduce hospitalizations for CMC, Nelson et al. (2016) explored 

modifiable factors that influenced parents to bring their CMC in for acute care episodes 

that led to inpatient stays. Interviews with 35 parents of CMC found that parents “seek 

help when they pass a comfort threshold” for caring for their CMC at home (p. 584). 

Parents in the study expressed their desire for learning more about their CMC’s condition 

to assist in guiding them in how to respond to concerning symptoms with the hope of 

preventing unnecessary acute care visits. In addition, parents thought that having 

expanded access to health care providers that know their CMC would help them with 

making decisions about when to seek acute care more appropriately, suggesting that 

improving family capacity to navigate these situations by increasing parental knowledge 

and provider access would decrease hospitalizations and their associated costs.  
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Two quantitative studies measuring perceived parental ability to manage a child’s 

chronic health condition were identified in the scientific literature, both using the Family 

Management Measure (FaMM). One of the six FaMM subscales measures parents’ 

perceptions of their competence to manage their child’s condition. Gibson-Young et al. 

(2014) examined maternal behaviors in managing their children’s chronic asthma and 

found that when mothers had a lower perceived ability to manage chronic asthma, the 

number of child hospitalizations significantly increased. This finding suggests that some 

health care utilization patterns and child health outcomes are related to parents’ 

knowledge and confidence to manage the disease (Gibson-Young et al., 2014). Zhang, 

Wei, Shen, and Zhang (2015) studied various aspects of family management in 399 

Chinese caregivers whose children have a chronic health condition.  These researchers 

found that caregivers living in urban areas, caregivers with a higher family income, and 

higher maternal caregiver education were the greatest predictors of a caregiver’s ability to 

confidently manage their child’s chronic condition, noting that this finding was consistent 

with other studies demonstrating an association between higher family income and better 

adaptation to managing a child’s chronic illness.   

Findings from these quantitative studies are important, since it is widely reported 

that CMC have poorer health outcomes and their families experience a number of 

burdens when caring for their CMC. The paucity of research examining the concept of 

parental capacity to meet the demands necessary to manage CMC care is notable, 

emphasizing the need for further examining the relationships between workload and 

capacity and their impact on CMC and parent health outcomes, as well as the CMC 

family as a whole. Fayed et al. (2019) described several target areas that deserved 
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attention when evaluating CMC initiatives. One of the areas, all of which were developed 

in conjunction with parents of CMC, included outcomes of understanding parental ability 

to manage CMC health and parental ability to keep up with the demand of care, 

suggesting that parental workload and capacity are not well understood, yet are important 

concepts of interest to both researchers and parents of CMC. 

Influence of Financial Hardship on Parents 

Parents of CMC experience financial strain. High health care costs for CMC are 

due in large part to the complexity of CMC conditions which often require unique 

inpatient and outpatient medical and nursing management from one or more health care 

specialists, in addition to expensive medications, therapies, procedures and life-sustaining 

technologies (Berry et al., 2013). However, treatments, inpatient stays and outpatient 

appointments with specialists have a ripple effect that affect the financial status of these 

families due to the associated non-reimbursed, out-of-pocket expenses. Caring for CMC 

also frequently impacts the careers of these parents or spouses (Mandic et al., 2017), 

which further effects the financial health of these families over time. Moreover, CMC 

condition complexity is increasing over time (Burns et al., 2010) which leads to more 

deductibles and non-reimbursed medical expenses and causes further personal economic 

hardship and financial insecurity for these families (Kuo et al., 2011; Mooney-Doyle & 

Lindley, 2019; Vessey et al., 2017).  

Several studies have described the financial strain that CMC experience. In one of 

the first studies describing the financial challenges experienced by families of CMC, Kuo 

et al. (2011) used data from the 2005-2006 National Survey of Children with Special 

Health Care Needs using a sample size of 324,323 CMC. Researchers found that 46.3% 
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of parents paid more than $1,000 in the prior year toward out-of-pocket medical 

expenses, with 48.7% of parents reporting a lack of income to cover the medical expenses 

of their CMC, and another 56.8% of parents reporting financial difficulties directly 

related to the costs of unreimbursed CMC care. Moreover, 54.1% of families required 

that one family member stop working to provide direct care at home for their CMC. 

When compared to a cohort of families of children with asthma alone, nearly 50% 

parents of CMC reported financial difficulties, similar to those experienced by the most 

socioeconomically disadvantaged asthma families (Thomson et al., 2016), emphasizing 

that parents of CMC are especially hit hard financially.  

Families of children with severe cerebral palsy spent between $193 and $7,192.71 

per hospitalization for hip or spine surgery (Vessey et al., 2017). These families 

experienced financial strain with more than 75% of families needing additional funds to 

cover their child’s expenses and costs related to missed work hours amounting to, on 

average, just over $1,000 per hospitalization. This study illustrates that while health 

insurance covers the majority of hospital-related medical costs, it doesn’t cover all 

expenses that are especially associated with travel requirements to more distant health 

care centers for expert, regional care. These expenses include costs for transportation, 

lodging, food, and dependent care for those children that remain at home. These costs are 

in addition to the lost parent work hours that occur when accompanying their CMC. 

Some parents of CMC experience poverty as a result of the lost income that 

comes from stopping work outside the home in order to care for their CMC (Mooney-

Doyle & Lindley, 2019). This study also found that families reporting financial 

difficulties were also more likely to experience poverty. Similar to other study findings, 
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nearly 40% of these families spent $1000 or more per month toward non-reimbursed 

medical expenses. It is clear from these studies, some of which use large, nationally 

representative samples, that the financial burden CMC parents experience is substantial, 

increases the likelihood of experiencing poverty, and appears to be directly related to the 

care that their CMC require. What is less clear are the relationships between resources, 

parental workload, and parental mental health, particularly when family financial 

resources are inadequate. While the financial costs to parents are inextricably linked to 

the unavoidable time and resources required to independently care for their medically 

complex child at home, few studies have examined relationships between financial 

resources needed to provide care and parental workload and parental mental health. 

Exploring these relationships are important given that parents have reported a reduced 

quality of life partially due to the financial difficulties associated with caring for their 

chronically ill child (Lawoko & Soares, 2003).  

Influence of Social Support on Parents 

Parents play a significant role in the day-to-day lives of their CMC. However, 

64% of parents reported difficulty finding time for social activities, 61% had difficulty in 

finding energy for social activities, 44% had difficulty getting support from others, and 

35% of parents felt isolated in one study (Caicedo, 2014). Social support has been 

associated with higher maternal self-efficacy and less postnatal depression in first-time 

mothers (Leahy‐Warren et al., 2012), however these relationships are poorly understood 

in parents of CMC. Among parents of children defined as chronically ill with congenital 

heart disease (CHD), perceived social support was positively associated with parental 

coping, suggesting that social support may be a factor influencing the resiliency of 
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parents caring for children with CHD (Tak & McCubbin, 2002).  Parents of children with 

complex chronic conditions who report family support experience less caregiver burden 

(Toledano-Toledano & Domínguez-Guedea, 2019). Yet not enough is known about the 

relationship between social support and CMC and family outcomes. Understanding the 

role of social support is especially important in the CMC population given the numerous 

burdens their parents are known to experience. 

Several small, qualitative studies have uncovered important themes relevant to 

social support of parents with children with complex health needs. Hudson et al. (2014) 

found that parents and health care providers both agree that family support acts as a 

protective factor in preventing hospitalizations and emergency room visits in children 

with chronic complex health conditions. Parents commonly describe family, friends, and 

health care professionals as important sources of social support in caring for their 

children with complex health needs (Whiting, 2014), whereas some parents identify 

support services that they need more of, or have no access to, in order to ease the 

intensity of CMC care responsibilities (Woodgate et al., 2015). Parents have noted that 

despite the many obstacles they encounter in providing care to their CMC, social 

networking and online support groups provide another avenue for sharing advice on how 

to ease the workload (Cady & Belew, 2017). Noting that a lack of social support can 

place further strain on parents, Thomson et al. (2016) explored the prevalence of social 

hardships among parents of CMC compared with parents of children with asthma and 

found that more than 50% of families caring for CMC reported social hardship, defined 

as not having anyone to ask for help or from whom to borrow money. Taken together, 

these studies help in beginning to shape our understanding of the toll that exists for 
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parents of CMC when social support is lacking. These studies stress the important role 

that social support plays in improving coping and parenting self-efficacy and in deterring 

caregiver burden and depressive symptoms in some patient populations. However, further 

study is needed to examine these relationships in parents whose children require more 

intensive, complex care over the course of a lifetime.   

Parental Depressive Symptoms 

While the workload that parents face in providing direct care for CMC has been 

well described, little is known about the mental health consequences that this workload 

has on parents. Although a great deal more is known about the health outcomes of CMC, 

and while a focus on different aspects of parent health is beginning to emerge in the CMC 

literature, less is known about mental health, and depression in particular, in parents 

(Barnert et al., 2019).  

Depression is more common among parents caring for chronically ill children. 

Studies have examined depression or depressive symptoms among parents whose 

children have single, categorical, chronic illnesses, but few were identified in the CMC 

population. For example, in parents of children with cerebral palsy, epilepsy, diabetes or 

renal disease, depressive symptoms ranged from mild in 37% of parents, to moderate and 

severe depressive symptoms in 38% of parents (Khanna et al., 2015). A systematic 

review and meta-analysis by Cohn et al. (2020) examined 26 publications assessing a 

variety of parental health outcomes including depression in parents whose children have a 

variety of chronic illnesses and found 35% of parents with chronically ill children met 

cutoff points for clinical depression compared to just 19% of parents with healthy 

children. Depression is more common among parents of children with intellectual and 
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developmental disabilities (Scherer et al., 2019). Among parents of children with critical 

congenital heart disease, a systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrated an 

increased risk of mental health problems in the weeks and months following cardiac 

surgery, with 25 to 50% of parents reporting depressive symptoms (Woolf-King et al., 

2017).  

Only one study was identified that examined physical and mental health in parents 

of CMC in 84 English and Spanish-speaking parents in Florida (Caicedo, 2014).  In this 

study, more than 50% of parents felt frustrated, anxious, sad, and angry over a five-month 

period, suggesting that these emotions are chronic in nature for parents of CMC. 

Evidence from small, cross-sectional studies as well as systematic reviews examining the 

mental health of parents of children with single, categorical, chronic diseases 

demonstrates that parents are at increased risk for depressive symptoms. However, there 

is a significant shortage of research specifically examining depressive symptoms in 

parents whose children are considered to be the most medically complex, and whose care 

is associated with a number of stressors, including financial burdens and a lack of social 

support. 

Summary 

 Parents of CMC, including those diagnosed with CCHD, are at risk for mental 

health morbidity including depression (Woolf-King et al., 2017). A lack of social support, 

in addition to financial strain, have been described in the literature as significant 

hardships for these parents. Using a derived theoretical model to guide the exploration of 

these relationships, this study examined family resources and social support and their 

relationship to parental workload, parental capacity, parental depressive symptoms, and 
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impact on the family. Findings from this study will contribute to greater knowledge about 

the concepts of parental workload and parental capacity to manage the care of their CMC 

with CCHD and how workload and capacity are influenced by family resources and 

social support, particularly when workload outweighs capacity. Developing a more 

thorough understanding of these relationships will provide insights for developing future 

interventions aimed at alleviating parental workload and enhancing their capacity to care 

for CMC.  

Description of Student’s Role in Study Development 

 This dissertation document represents the sole work by the student, including 

development of the study design, conduction of the study including enrollment and data 

collection, and completion of all aspects of the dissertation study. Study completion 

includes analysis of the data and interpretation of the results. The student is first author 

on all three manuscripts in accordance with the requirements for the three-manuscript 

dissertation option at Georgia State University School of Nursing. All three manuscripts 

have been included in this document as appendices A, B, and C.  
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT STUDY 

This chapter is a summary of the methods used for this study, as well as the most 

important findings of this study. The third appended, data-based manuscript entitled 

“Social Support and Family Resources Influence Workload and Capacity in Parents of 

Children with Medical Necessity” includes the methodology used to answer a portion of 

the research questions addressed in the third manuscript as part of this three-manuscript 

dissertation. 

Methodology 

Design 

 A non-experimental, cross-sectional, correlational design was used to examine 

relationships among family resources, social support, workload and capacity, impact on 

the family, and depressive symptoms in parents of children with medical complexity. 

This study also explored the relationship between parental workload and a number of 

sociodemographic and CMC clinical factors. 

Sample and Setting 

 All aspects of this study were conducted remotely. The target population for this 

study were parents of CMC whose medical diagnosis included critical congenital heart 

disease (CCHD) between the ages of 6 months and 5 years of age. The definition of CMC 

by Cohen et al. (2011) was used. According to this definition, CMC have one or more 
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chronic clinical conditions that are severe and expected to be lifelong. Therefore, the 

diagnosis of CCHD was required for eligibility into the study to provide a thread of 

consistency and homogeneity in a group whose medical diagnoses are known to be 

heterogeneous (Kuo & Houtrow, 2016).  

 Inclusion criteria for this study were: (1) parents (biologic, foster or adoptive 

parent) of a child with medical complexity which included the diagnosis of critical 

congenital heart disease according to the definition by the CDC (Centers for Disease 

Control, 2020); (2) age 18 years of age or older; (3) parents who self-identified as the 

primary care provider for their CMC;  (4) able to read, speak and understand English; (5) 

child was a singleton birth (not a twin or triplet), aged 6 months through 5 years of age; 

and (6) had electronic access to all study questionnaires and instruments through a hand-

held device, laptop, or desktop computer. A non-random (convenience and snowball) 

sample of 106 parents who met the inclusion criteria were recruited through the use of a 

digital flyer shared through local and national social media platforms and CMC parent 

support groups which allowed for a potentially more diverse sample of CMC parents. 

Selection of CMC between the age of 6 months through 5 years of age provided 

an acceptable age range to allow for an adequate sample size, and during which 

timeframe a large proportion of CCHD surgical procedures take place. At the same time, 

this age range excluded the newborn period during which is known be a very stressful 

time for parents of a new child with medical complexities, especially those who require 

surgical intervention for CCHD (Woolf-King et al., 2018). Exclusion criteria included: 

(1) parents unable to read or speak in English since several measures used in this study 

only exist in English; (2) parents whose CMC was not a singleton birth, since multiple 
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births may be associated with a perceived higher workload while also needing to manage 

CMC care.  

Sample Size Calculation 

 A power analysis using G*Power (Faul et al., 2009), a free software program used 

to calculate statistical power, was used to determine the sample size for this study based 

on the specific aims and research questions of this study.  Power analysis was conducted 

using bivariate correlation for research questions 1, 2, and 3, and using multiple 

regression for research questions 4 and 5. Using a moderate effect size, a power of .80, 

and an alpha level of .05, the sample size was determined by selecting the largest 

calculated sample size which is 92. After accounting for a 15% incomplete participant 

survey rate, the final target sample size was 106. A moderate association was anticipated 

based on findings from a similar study examining perceived maternal effort/workload and 

perceived maternal ability/capacity and the relationship to the health outcomes of their 

children with chronic asthma (Gibson-Young et al., 2014).   

Protection of Human Subjects 

 Prior to initiating this study, Internal Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained 

from Georgia State University. The study was conducted remotely using Qualtrics, which 

is a secure, password-protected survey platform. While no harm from participating in this 

study was anticipated, the student PI acknowledged potential feelings of emotion that 

may be uncomfortable for some participants. Information and resources on depression 

were shared with all eligible participants, regardless of their depressive symptoms score. 

The purpose, overall procedure of the study, and potential risks and benefits of study 

participation were explained in the consent. Both the digital flyer and the consent form 
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indicated that participation was voluntary, and parent participants could discontinue the 

survey at any time without repercussions, even after they had consented to the study.  

 The informed consent process was conducted online using Qualtrics, and the 

process explained the purpose of the study, how participants should contact the student PI 

or the Georgia State University IRB for any questions or concerns, and how data 

confidentiality would be maintained. In addition, the informed consent included an 

explanation of procedures that would be followed after data was collected, including 

incentive details upon completion of all measures, reinforcing that study participation 

was voluntary. 

 The confidentiality of all participants was maintained and conveyed throughout 

the study using a number of strategies. Participant identity remained confidential 

throughout the entire recruitment process since study participant numbers were assigned 

in Qualtrics and used on each study record to protect each participant’s identity. The 

student PI maintained a separate, password-protected spreadsheet which contained 

participants’ unique identification numbers associated with each participant’s name and 

email address. The computer used by the student PI was password protected and 

equipped with a 5-minute inactivity timeout. A separate spreadsheet using participant 

identification numbers tracked and recorded completion of the study and incentive 

distribution. Since parents in this study with CES-D scores of 16 or higher are at risk for 

clinical depression, information about depression and available resources in the form of a 

letter was included in Qualtrics for all study participants, regardless of their CES-D 

scores.  
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Recruitment 

 Upon receipt of study approval from Georgia State University’s Institutional 

Review Board, participants were recruited nationally using a remote, non-random, 

snowball sampling technique through multiple sources. Social media platforms including 

Instagram, LinkedIn, and Facebook groups that provide support to parents of CMC were 

used to inform potential parent participants of the study using a digital flyer. In addition, 

local and national parent support groups for children with medical complexity and 

children with CCHD who often fit the definition of CMC were used to inform potential 

parent participants with the same digital flyer. Eligibility screening was done 

individually, either by email, text, or by phone, after the potentially eligible participant 

contacted the student PI directly by email, text, or by phone. Eligible participants who 

completed the survey were then asked to inform other potential parent participants about 

the study by sharing the digital flyer. The email and telephone number of the student PI 

was provided on all digital flyers for potential participants who had questions or concerns 

about the study. Participants were recruited and enrolled into the study until the sample 

size of 106 was reached. 

Measures and Instruments 

 Data collected in Qualtrics included demographic data, participants’ responses to 

five instruments, and the email addresses for participants who wished to receive 

participation renumeration in the form of a $20 e-gift card of their choosing from Target 

or Walmart. Descriptions of the demographics survey and five instruments used in this 

study are provided in the following section.  
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Demographic Variables 

 A demographic survey developed by the student PI was used to assess a number 

of parent and CMC characteristics including age, sex, and race/ethnicity. Additional 

questions included parents’ level of education, employment status, household income, 

marital/relationship status, residence zip code, if the parent had a car that was 

dependable, number of other children, the number of hours spent each week providing 

direct care, coordinating care, and traveling to appointments for the  health care needs of 

their CMC; and the dollar amount that was spent on non-reimbursed costs related to their 

child’s health needs in the last year.  

A number of questions related to the CMC included health insurance type, type of 

critical congenital heart disease (CCHD), other medical diagnoses, medical equipment 

needs, the number of unpaid home caregivers, number of professional nursing hours 

received (if any), the number of specialists involved in the care of each CMC, and the 

number and frequency of medications taken. The Flesch-Kincaid grade level for the 

demographic survey was 6.2. 

Family Resources 

 Family resources was the first of three independent variables for this study and 

was measured using the Revised Family Resource Scale (FRS-R) (Van Horn et al., 2001). 

This 20-item self-report scale measures the perception of available family resources 

including money to save, money for entertainment, time for self and family, and basic 

needs such as food, housing, and clothing. Using a 5-point response scale ranging from 1 

(never adequate) to 5 (always adequate), total scores are obtained by summing responses 

with a potential total score of 20 to 100, with higher scores representing more perceived 
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family resources. Internal consistency reliability for this instrument has ranged from .72 - 

.84, and validity has been established by exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis that 

resulted in the revised instrument that was stable using four factors (Van Horn et al.). 

Social Support 

 Social support was the second of three independent variables for this study and 

was measured using the Personal Resource Questionnaire 2000 (PRQ2000) (Weinert, 

2003). This instrument uses15 positively worded items to measure the overall level of 

perceived social support. Statements such as “there are people who are available if I need 

help over an extended period of time” and “When I am upset, there is someone I can be 

with who lets me be myself” are included. Using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), total scores are achieved by summing the 15 

responses for a potential total score ranging from 15 to 105, with higher scores 

representing higher levels of perceived social support. Internal consistency reliability for 

this instrument has ranged from .87 to .93 from different adult samples and has 

undergone robust construct validity examination (Weinert).  

Parental Workload and Capacity 

 The Family Management Measure (FaMM) measures parents’ perceptions of a 

chronically ill child’s treatment regimen and its incorporation into day-to-day life (Knafl 

et al., 2011). Two of the six subscales of the FaMM, used to measure perceived effort 

(workload) and perceived ability (capacity), were used for this study. The condition 

management effort (workload) subscale measures parents’ perceptions of the workload 

needed to manage their childrens’ chronic conditions using 4 items, with higher values 

signifying greater effort needed to manage the condition. Statements such as “it takes a 
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lot of organization to manage our child’s condition” are included. Internal consistency 

reliability ranged between .74 for mothers and .78 for fathers (Knafl et al). The condition 

management ability (capacity) subscale measures parents’ perceptions of their 

competence to care for childrens’ chronic illnesses using 12 items, and higher values are 

associated with parents’ view of themselves as more capable of managing the chronic 

condition. Statements such as “when something unexpected happens with our child’s 

condition, we usually know how to handle it” are included. Internal consistency 

reliability for this subscale ranged between .72 for mothers and .73 for fathers (Knafl et 

al.). Construct validity has been supported by significant correlations with other family 

functioning measures (Knafl et al.). 

Parental Depressive Symptoms 

 Parental depressive symptoms were assessed by the Center for Epidemiologic 

Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) (Radloff, 1977). This 20-item instrument uses a 4-

point Likert scale ranging from 0 (rarely or none) to 3 (all the time), asking subjects how 

often in the past week they have experienced depressive symptoms. A total score is 

obtained by summing responses. Scores can range from 0 to 60, with higher scores 

indicating greater depressive symptomatology, and a score of 16 or greater indicating a 

risk for clinical depression. Internal consistency reliability has ranged from .78 to .89, 

and the CES-D has established validity, with the instrument having been used across a 

range of populations (Radloff). 

Impact on Family 

 This study used the revised version of the Impact on Family Scale (IOF-R) to 

assess parents’ perceived burden of an ill child on the family (Stein & Jessop, 2003). This 
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self-report measure uses 15 items on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). Statements such as “Nobody understands the burden I 

carry” and “It is hard to find a reliable person to take care of my child” are included. 

Total scores are achieved by summing the 15 responses for a potential total score ranging 

from 15 to 60, with higher scores representing higher levels of perceived family burden 

due to the child’s illness. Internal consistency reliability has ranged from .83 to .89 (Stein 

& Jessop). The measure has undergone robust construct validity examination, and factor 

analysis confirmed that all items represent the negative impact on social and family 

systems (Stein & Jessop). 

Data Collection and Management Procedures 

 After receiving IRB approval from Georgia State University, the student PI began 

sharing a digital recruitment flyer. Potential parent participants then contacted the student 

PI by email, text, or phone, according to directions placed on the digital flyer. After each 

participant was successfully screened for eligibility, a link to the informed consent and 

Qualtrics survey was emailed to each participant. The student PI’s contact information 

was provided at multiple stages during the consent process, as well as before and after the 

survey, for any participant questions or concerns. Consenting participants who wished to 

participate after reading the entire consent selected the appropriate statement to either 

proceed with the study or opt out by not completing the questionnaire and measures. The 

survey assigned identification numbers randomly to each consenting parent participant, 

and these unique numbers were used to track data and to protect the identification of 

every participant. After participants gave voluntary consent, they proceeded to the 

demographics questionnaire and all accompanying instruments, which took no more than 
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60 minutes to complete. Participants were encouraged to complete the surveys within one 

week, and upon completion of all instruments, each parent participant was emailed a 

digital gift card of $20 from Walmart or Target, depending on their preference. 

Participants were asked about their willingness to be contacted in the future for follow up 

questions or future studies. The study was suspended temporarily after the first 10 

participants to assess for any patterns in missing data and to ensure that the time required 

for completing all measures was not originally underestimated. After reviewing data from 

the first 10 participants revealed no concerning patterns, the study was again re-opened.  

Once the sample size of 106 was reached, the Qualtrics survey was closed to new 

participants. 

Data Analysis 

 All data was analyzed using IBM SPSS Version 27. Once data was transferred 

into SPSS, the data was checked for quality, missing values, outliers, and normality. Any 

outliers and missing values were validated with all study participants via email. Prior to 

addressing the research questions, assumptions of regression were tested for normality, 

outliers, and homoscedasticity and lack of multicollinearity. Internal consistency 

reliability was calculated for each of the instruments used in this study. Descriptive 

statistics were used to summarize the sample characteristics and responses to questions 

on the demographics form. Frequencies and percentages were presented for categorical 

variables, and means and standard deviations were presented for continuous variables. 

Bivariate correlation and multiple regression were used to examine relationships between 

the independent and dependent variables including testing for moderation effects. A 

significance value of .05 was used for all statistical analyses.  
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Results 

 A total of 137 potential parent participants initially expressed interest in study 

participation. Of the 137 potential participants, 31 participants were excluded: 4 lived 

outside of the United States, 6 had a child who no longer relied on medical technology, 

13 had a child whose age excluded them from participating, and 8 participants did not 

complete all online surveys. This resulted in a final sample of 106 parent participants 

who completed all questions and measures. 

Sample Characteristics 
 
 The 106 parent participants of children with medical complexity represented a 

wide geographical span including 40 of the 50 United States as seen in Figure 3, the 

majority (13.2%) of which came from Texas. Parent participants’ mean age was 32.95 

(SD=5.06) and ranged between 23 and 47 years of age. The mean number of dependent 

children at home, which included their CMC, was 2.56 (SD=1.47). The majority of 

participants were married/partnered (86.8%) mothers (98.1%) who were the biologic 

parent (91.5%) of their CMC. The majority (84.9%) of parent participants were white, 

and just over half (51%) of parents worked outside the home, with 30.2% working full-

time.  

The majority (37.7%) of parent participants were college graduates with a 

working car (92.5%) to use for transporting their CMC to health care-related 

appointments, and with a reported family income of $50,000 or greater (61.3%). The 

majority of parent participants reported a history of changing their job status to care for 

their CMC, with 62 (58.5%) taking a leave of absence from their job due to their child’s 

health condition, and 70 (66%) cutting down on work hours because of their child’s 
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condition. The majority of participants (61.3%) reported CES-D scores of 16 or higher, 

indicating these participants have a greater likelihood for clinical depression. 

Demographic characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table 1. 

Figure 3 

Representativeness of the Sample (N=106) 

 

Note. Larger bubbles = greater sample size per state 

Table 1 

Parent Participant Characteristics (N=106) 

Characteristics M (SD) Observed Range N (%) 

Age (years) 32.95 5.06 23-47 106  

Number of children at homea 2.56 1.47 1-8   

Parent Type 
     Mother 
     Father 
     Biologic 

 
 

 

  
104 
2 
97 

 
(98.1%) 
(1.9%) 
(91.5%) 
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     Foster 
     Adoptive 

1 
8 

(.9%) 
(7.5%) 

 
Marital Status 
     Married/Partnered 
     Single/Divorced 
 

 
 

 

 
92 
14 

(86.8%) 
(13.2%) 

Race/Ethnicity 
     A. Indian or Alaska Native 
     Asian 
     Black or African American 
     Hispanic 
     Hawaiian or Pacific Islander  
     White, Non-Hispanic 
     Two or more races 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
4 
4 
3 
10 
1 
90 
4 

 
(3.8%) 
(3.8%) 
(2.8%) 
(9.4%) 
(.9%) 

(84.9%) 
(3.8%) 

Employment Status 
     Full-time 
     Part-time 
     Unemployed 
 

  

 
32 
22 
52 

(30.2%) 
(20.8%) 
(49.1%) 

Education Level 
     High school graduate 
     Some college 
     College graduate 
     Post-graduate study 

  

  
10 
31 
40 
25 
 

 
(9.4%) 
(29.2%) 
(37.7%) 
(23.6%) 

 
Working car for CMC transportation 
     No car 
     Own car  
     Unreliable car 
 

   
 
4 
98 
4 

 
(3.8%) 
(92.5%) 
(3.8%) 

Household Income 
     < $50,000 
     > $50,000 
 

   
 

41 
65 

 
(38.7%) 
(61.3%) 

History of Job Status Change 
     Left job to care for CMC 
     Took leave of absence to care for CMC 
     Cut down hours to care for CMC 
     Avoided promotion to care for CMC 
     Avoided job change to keep insurance 
 

  
39 
62 
70 
28 
49 

(36.8%) 
(58.5%) 
(66%) 

(26.4%) 
(46.2%) 

Participants with CES-D scores > 16b    65 (61.3%) 
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Note. aIncludes CMC. bIndicative of greater risk for clinical depression. 

Characteristics of CMC 

 The mean age in months of CMC was 33.78 (SD=18.99) and ranged between 6 

and 71 months of age. The majority of CMC were white (71.7%) males (59.4%) with 

public health insurance (46.2%). All CMC had some type of critical congenital heart 

disease (CCHD) that required surgical intervention in the first year of life, the three most 

common of which were ventricular septal defect (39.6%), single ventricle physiology 

(31.1%) and Tetralogy of Fallot (28.3%). The CMC in this study had a number of other 

health conditions, with only 15 (14.2%) reporting no other health conditions aside from 

their CCHD diagnosis. Forty-three (40.6%) CMC had between 1-3 other health 

conditions, whereas 31 (29.2%) had between 4-6 other health conditions beside their 

CCHD diagnosis. Seventeen (15.9%) CMC had 7 or more health conditions. The three 

most common conditions included developmental delay (63.2%), speech/language delay 

(52.8%), and genetic conditions other than Trisomy 21 (26.4%). 

CMC used a mean of 5.67 (SD=4.56) daily medications. Forty (37.7%) children 

need to be given medication three or more times a day, with the majority (54.7%), 

needing medication once or twice a day. All CMC in this study used at least one piece of 

life-sustaining medical equipment, with a mean of 2.53 (SD=2.32) pieces of medical 

equipment, the most common which was respiratory equipment (49.1%). See Table 2 for 

the demographic characteristics of CMC. 
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Table 2 

CMC Characteristics (N=106) 

Characteristics M (SD) 
Observed 

Range 
N (%) 

Age in months 
 

33.77 (19) 6-71   

Gender     
Males   63 (59.4%) 
Females   43 (40.6%) 

 
Ethnicity 

    

A. Indian or Alaska Native   3 (2.8%) 
Asian   3 (2.8%) 
Black or African American   4 (3.8%) 
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander   2 (1.9%) 
White, non-Hispanic   76 (72.4%) 
Hispanic   13 (12.3%) 
Two or more races   17 (16.2%) 

 
Insurance Type 

    

Public   49 (46.2%) 
Private   25 (23.6%) 
Both   32 (30.2%) 

 
CCHD Type 

    

VSD   42 (39.6%) 
Single Ventricle   33 (31.1%) 
TOF   30 (28.3%) 
PA   20 (18.9%) 
DORV   18 (17%) 
TGA   12 (11.3%) 
CoA   11 (10.4%) 
PVS   9 (8.5%) 
CAVC   7 (6.6%) 
IAA   5 (4.7%) 
TA   3 (2.8%) 
TAPVR   2 (1.9%) 
Ebstein anomaly   2 (1.9%) 

 
Other Health Conditions     

None   15 (14.2%) 
Between 1-3   43 (40.6%) 
Between 4-6   31 (29.2%) 
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More than 6   17 (15.9%) 

Number of Daily Medications 
 
5.67 (4.56) 
 

1-25   

Medication Frequency     
No medications   8 (7.5%) 
1-2 times a day   58 (54.7%) 
Three or more times a day   40 (37.7%) 

 
Number of Medical Equipment 

 
2.53 (2.32) 

 
1-12 

  

 
Medical Equipment Type 

    

Cardiovascular   10 (9.4%) 
Respiratory   52 (49.1%) 
Digestive   79 (74.5%) 
Medication   12 (11.3%) 
Mobility   19 (17.9%) 
Hearing   3 (2.8%) 
Other   7 (6.6%) 

     
 
Note. VSD=Ventricular septal defect; TOF=Tetralogy of Fallot; PA=Pulmonary atresia; 

DORV=Double outlet right ventricle; TGA=Transposition of the great arteries; 

CoA=Coarctation of the aorta; PVS=Pulmonary vein stenosis; CAVC=Complete 

atrioventricular canal; IAA=Interrupted aortic arch; TA=Truncus arteriosus; 

TAPVR=Total anomalous pulmonary venous return. 

Care Requirements of CMC 

Parents reported a mean of 72.25 (SD=49.19) weekly hours providing direct care 

to manage their CMCs’ conditions, and a mean of 8.57 (SD=7.57) hours weekly to 

coordinate care of their CMC. The majority of parents (37.7%) reported having no one 

other than themselves to provide care for their CMC, while 32% of the parent sample had 

just one other person to assist them in unpaid caregiving. The majority of CMC (62.3%) 

received no paid nursing hours to provide care at home. Of the remaining 37.7% who did 
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receive paid nursing hours, the mean number of weekly hours received was 18.02 

(SD=34.79). The CMC in this study required a mean of 7.2 (SD=3) health care specialists 

to help manage their health care conditions. CMC attended a mean of 5.22 (SD=5.22) 

well visits in the prior year and a mean of 25.48 (SD=36.24) visits to subspecialists in the 

prior year, resulting in a mean of 6.44 (SD=7.56) estimated weekly hours traveling to see 

CMC health care providers. More than half (55.7%) of the parent sample reported paying 

an estimated $1000 or more annually for out-of-pocket expenses for their CMC, with just 

over 25% of the entire sample reporting estimated out-of-pocket costs of $5000 or more. 

Table 3 summarizes characteristics of the care requirements for CMC. 

Table 3 

Care Requirements of CMC (N=106) 

Characteristics M (SD) 
Observed 

Range 
N % 

CMC paid weekly nursing hours a 18.02 34.79 0-168 41 38.7 
Weekly direct care hours 72.25 49.19 1-168   
Weekly care coordination hours 8.57 7.57 1-33   
Number unpaid caregivers 1.09 1.13 1-4   
Number annual well visits 5.22 5.22 0-30   
Number annual specialty visits 25.48 36.24 1-310   
Number of specialists 7.2 3.00 2-19   
Weekly travel hours 6.44 7.56 0-45   
Out-of-pocket Medical Expensesb       

$0     9 (8.5%) 
$1 to $499     25 (23.6%) 
$500 to $999     13 (12.3%) 
$1000 to $5000     32 (30.2%) 
>$5000     27 (25.5%) 

 
Note. aNumber and % of CMC who received paid nursing hours. bAnnual estimates. 
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Reliability of Instruments 

 Table 4 summarizes the mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum 

scores, and Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients for all instruments or subscales used 

to measure the major variables included in this study. All instruments and subscales had 

acceptable internal reliability consistency defined as a minimum alpha coefficient of 

>.70.  

Personal Resource Questionnaire 2000. The 15-item PRQ 2000 was completed by all 

106 participants with a mean total score of 77.89 (SD=17.91), a minimum score of 15 

and a maximum score of 105. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient was acceptable 

at .93. 

Revised Family Resource Scale. All 106 parent participants completed the 20-item 

Revised Family Resource Scale resulting in a mean total score of 72.58 (SD=12.34) with 

a minimum score of  38 and a maximum score of 75. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability 

coefficient for this scale was acceptable at .91. 

Family Management Measure (FaMM) Effort and Ability Subscales. All 106 parent 

participants completed the 4-item condition management effort subscale of the FaMM to 

measure perceived workload. The mean subscale score was 16.75 (SD= 2.77), a 

minimum score of 10, and a maximum score of 20. The Cronbach’s alpha for this 

subscale was .70. In addition, all participants completed the 12-item condition 

management ability subscale of the FaMM, used to measure perceived capacity. The 

mean score for this subscale was 43.89 (SD=6.56), the minimum score was 27 and the 

maximum score was 58. The Cronbach’s alpha for this subscale was .71. 
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Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). The 20-item CES-D was 

completed by all 106 participants, resulting in a mean total score of 20.95 (SD=12.01), a 

minimum score of 0 and a maximum score of 49. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability 

coefficient was acceptable at .93. 

Revised Impact on Family Scale (IOF-R). All 106 participants completed the 15-item 

IOF-R, resulting in a mean total score of 45.21 (SD=8.48). The minimum score for this 

sample was 18, the maximum score was 60, and the Cronbach’s alpha reliability 

coefficient was acceptable at .89. 

Table 4 

Descriptive Statistics and Cronbach’s Alpha for Major Study Variables (N=106) 

               Variable M (SD) Observed 
Range 

Possible 
Range 

Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Perceived Social Support 
PRQ2000 

 
77.89 

 
17.91 

 
15-105 

 
15-105 

 
.93 

      
Perceived Family Resources 
FRS-R 

 
72.58 

 
12.34 

 
38-75 

 
20-100 

 
.91 

      
Perceived Workload 
FaMM Effort Subscale 

 
16.75 

 
2.77 

 
10-20 

 
4-20 

 
.70 

      
Perceived Capacity 
FaMM Ability Subscale 

 
43.89 

 
6.56 

 
27-58 

 
12-60 

 
.71 

      
Depressive Symptoms 
CES-D 

 
20.95 

 
12.01 

 
0-49 

 
0-60 

 
.93 

      
Impact on Family 
IOF-R 

45.21 8.48 18-60 15-60 .89 
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Descriptive Statistics for Major Study Variables 

 Descriptive statistics were used to check for accuracy, outliers, and missing data. 

What little missing data existed was obtained by emailing participants who gave 

permission to be contacted. Boxplots demonstrated that three of the major variables 

(perceived capacity, perceived social support, and impact on family) had one or two 

outliers, but had no influence on the results. There was no violation of assumptions when 

testing assumptions for Pearson’s correlations among the major study variables. Prior to 

addressing the research questions, the assumptions of regression were tested for 

normality, outliers, lack of multicollinearity, and homoscedasticity, and there were no 

violations. 

Relationships among Major Study Variables 

Bivariate correlations were used to examine the relationships among the major 

study variables, as reported in Table 5. Many significant associations were found between 

the major variables. Based on bivariate correlations, higher perceived family resources 

were significantly associated with higher perceived social support, decreased workload, 

higher perceived capacity, fewer depressive symptoms, and less impact on the family. 

While higher perceived social support was not significantly associated with perceived 

workload, it was significantly associated with higher perceived capacity, fewer 

depressive symptoms, and less impact on the family. Higher workload was associated 

with higher depressive symptom scores and more impact on the family. Perceived 

capacity was negatively correlated with perceived workload. Higher perceived capacity 

was significantly associated with lower depressive symptoms and less impact on the 
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family. Finally, higher depressive symptoms were significantly associated with greater 

impact on the family.  

Table 5 

Relationships among Major Study Variables 
 

 FRS-R PRQ2000 Workload Capacity CES-D 

1. FRS-R      

2. PRQ2000 .55***     

3. Workload -0.47*** -0.12    

4. Capacity .54*** .44*** -0.33***   

5. CES-D -0.56*** -0.44*** .33*** -0.33***  

6. IOF-R -0.60*** -0.29** .69*** -0.44*** .45*** 

 

Note. *p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001. FRS-R= Revised Family Resource Scale; 

PRQ2000 = Personal Resource Questionnaire 2000; CES-D= Center for Epidemiologic 

Studies Depression Scale; IOF-R=Revised Impact on Family Scale. 

Data Analyses for Research Questions 

Research Question 1: What is the relationship of social support or family 

resources to parental workload or capacity? 

 Results from the Pearson product-moment (r) correlation analyses (Table 5) were 

examined to answer research question 1. There was a moderate negative correlation 

between family resources and workload (r = -0.47, p <.001) and a strong positive 

correlation between family resources and capacity (r = .54, p <.001). These statistically 
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significant correlations indicate that increased perceived family resources were associated 

with a decrease in perceived workload and higher perceived capacity.  

There was a weak negative correlation between social support and workload (r = - 

0.12, p>.05). This relationship was not statistically significant, demonstrating that 

perceived social support did not influence perceived workload in this study. A moderate 

positive correlation between social support and capacity (r = .44, p <.001) was found. 

Thus, this statistically significant association indicates that more perceived social support 

was associated with higher perceived capacity.  

Research Question 2: What is the relationship between parental workload and 

capacity? 

Correlation analyses in Table 5 were examined to answer this research question. 

There was a moderate negative correlation between workload and capacity (r = - 0.33, p 

<.001) indicating that lower perceived capacity is significantly associated with an 

increase in perceived workload. 

Research Question 3: What is the relationship of parental workload or capacity 

to parental depressive symptoms or impact on the family of children with medical 

complexity? 

 Correlation analyses in Table 5 were examined to assess the relationships between 

the predictor variables of workload or capacity to the outcome variables of parental 

depressive symptoms or impact on the family. There was a moderate positive correlation 

between workload and depressive symptom scores (r = .33, p < .001) and a strong 

positive correlation between workload and impact on family scores (r = .69, p <.001). 
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These statistically significant correlations indicate that depressive symptoms and impact 

on family scores were higher with higher perceived workload.  

When examining the relationship between perceived capacity and the outcome 

variables of depressive symptoms and impact on family, there was a moderate negative 

correlation between capacity and depressive symptom scores (r = -0.33, p< .001), and a 

moderate negative correlation between capacity and impact on family scores (r = -0.44, 

p< .001). These statistically significant correlations indicate that with higher perceived 

capacity, there are lower depressive symptom scores and impact on family scores.  

 To better understand the full impact that workload and capacity has on parental 

depressive symptoms and impact on the family, multiple regression was conducted to test 

the relationships. Table 6 contains the regression analysis predicting parental depressive 

symptoms with a three-model series: Model 1 with parental workload, Model 2 with 

parental capacity, and Model 3 with parental workload and parental capacity. Because the 

sample was very homogeneous with regard to race, gender, and education, and because 

this study was exploratory, no covariates were used in any of the regression models.  

In Model 1, parental workload has a positive relationship (β = 0.33, SE=0.40, 

p<0.001) with parental depressive symptoms, and parental workload accounts for 10.1% 

of the variability in parental depressive symptoms (Adj. R2= 0.101). Thus, as parents’ 

perceived workload increases, parental depressive symptoms also increase. Model 2 

findings indicate that there is a negative relationship between parental capacity (β = -

0.33, SE= 0.17, p<0.001) and parental depressive symptoms. Parental capacity accounts 

for 9.9% of the variability in parental depressive symptoms (Adj. R2 = 0.099). Therefore, 

parents who have higher perceived capacity are less likely to have depressive symptoms. 
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Lastly, Model 3 analyses are similar to Models 1 and 2 in that there is a positive 

relationship between parental workload and depressive symptoms (β = 0.25, SE= 0.41, 

p=0.010) and there is a negative relationship between parental capacity and depressive 

symptoms (β = -0.25, SE= 0.17, p=0.011). Taken together, perceived parental workload 

and parental capacity account for 14.8% of the variation in parental depressive symptoms 

(Adj. R2 = 0.148). Thus, Models 1 and 3 indicate that parents with higher workload are 

more likely to have higher levels of depressive symptoms than parents with lower 

perceived workloads. Additionally, Models 2 and 3 indicate that parents with higher 

capacity are more likely to have low levels of depressive symptoms when compared to 

parents with lower levels of perceived capacity. 
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Table 6 

Parental Depressive Symptoms, Regression 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
 β SE Sig. β SE Sig. β SE Sig. 
Parental          

Workload .33 .40 <.001***    .25 .41 .010* 
Capacity    -.33 .17 <.001*** -0.25 .17 .011* 

Constant - 6.81 .64 - 7.52 <.001*** - 11.94 .063 
Adj. R2  .101 .099 .148 

 
Note. *p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  
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Table 7 contains the regression analysis predicting impact on the family with a 

three-model series: Model 1 with parental workload, Model 2 with parental capacity, and 

Model 3 with parental workload and parental capacity. In Model 1, parental workload has 

a positive relationship (β= 0.69, SE=0.22, p<0.001) with impact on family, with parental 

workload accounting for 46.7% of the variability in impact on the family scores (Adj. 

R2= 0.467). Thus, as parents’ perceived workload increases, so too does impact on the 

family. Model 2 findings indicate that there is a negative relationship between parental 

capacity (β= -0.44, SE= 0.11, p<0.001) and impact on the family. Parental capacity 

accounts for 18.6% of the variability in impact on family scores (Adj R2= 0.186). 

Therefore, parents who have higher perceived capacity are less likely to have an impact 

on the family.  

Lastly, Model 3 analyses are similar to Models 1 and 2 in that there is a positive 

relationship between parental workload and impact on the family (β= 0.61, SE= 0.22, 

p=< .001) and there is a negative relationship between parental capacity and impact on 

the family (β= -0.24, SE= 0.09, p=0.001). Taken together, perceived parental workload 

and parental capacity account for 51.5% of the variation in impact on family scores (Adj. 

R2= 0.515). Thus, Models 1 and 3 indicate that parents with higher workload are more 

likely to have a greater impact on the family than parents with lower perceived 

workloads. Additionally, Models 2 and 3 indicate that parents with higher capacity are 

more likely to have less of an impact on the family when compared to parents of CMC 

with lower levels of perceived capacity. 
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Table 7 

Impact on Family, Regression 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
 β SE Sig. β SE Sig. β SE Sig. 
Parental          

Workload .69 .22 <.001***    .61 .22 <.001*** 
Capacity    -0.44 .11 <.001*** -.24 .09 .001** 

Constant - 3.71 .008** - 5.04 <.001*** - 6.36 <.001*** 
Adj. R2 .467 .186 .515 

 
Note. *p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  
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 Part of the theoretical framework used for this study posits that poor health 

outcomes can occur when illness management workload outweighs the capacity to 

manage it (Shippee et al., 2012). Therefore, to explore the impact of parental depressive 

symptoms and impact on the family when workload exceeds capacity, z-scores were first 

generated for the variables of perceived workload and capacity. These variables required 

standardization due to the differences in ranges of their scores. A new variable was 

therefore created to represent workload exceeding capacity by using re-coded variables: 

workload z-scores greater than capacity z-scores were coded as 1, while workload z-

scores that were equal to or less than capacity z-scores were coded as 0. 

Results of the simple linear regression analysis is shown in Table 8 using this new 

variable to predict parental depressive symptoms. Findings indicate that when workload 

exceeds capacity, it significantly positively predicts parental depressive symptoms (Adj. 

R2= .203, F (1, 104)=27.714, p=< .001). Thus, 20.3% of the variability in parental 

depressive scores can be explained when workload exceeds capacity.  

Table 8 

Parental Depressive Symptoms, Regression 
 
 Model 
 β SE Sig. 
Workload>Capacity .46 2.09 <.001*** 
Constant - 1.53 <.001*** 
Adj. R2 .203 

 
Note. *p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  

Table 9 contains the regression analysis predicting impact on the family when workload 

exceeds capacity. Findings indicate that when workload exceeds capacity for parents of 

CMC, it significantly positively predicts impact on family scores (R2= .340, F (1, 104) = 
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54.996, p= <.001). Thus, 34% of the variability in impact on the family can be explained 

when workload exceeds capacity. 

Table 9 

Impact on Family, Regression 
 
 Model 
 β SE Sig. 
Workload>Capacity .59 1.34 <.001*** 
Constant - .98 <.001*** 
Adj. R2 .340 

 
Note. *p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  

Research Question 4: What are the relationships among social support, family 

resources, parental workload and capacity, impact on the family and parental depressive 

symptoms? 

 Multiple linear regression was conducted to test the relationships between the 

predictor variables of social support, family resources, workload, and capacity, and the 

outcome variables of parental depressive symptoms and impact on the family. Since 

multiple regression findings examining the impact of workload and capacity on parental 

depressive symptoms (Table 6) and impact on the family (Table 7) were previously 

described in Research Question 3, multiple regression to address Research Question 4 

first examined the impact of social support and family resources on parental depressive 

symptoms and impact on the family in the first two models. Then multiple regression was 

conducted using all four predictor variables in the third regression model.  

Table 10 contains the regression analysis predicting parental depressive 

symptoms with a three-model series: Model 1 with social support, Model 2 with family 

resources, and Model 3 with all four predictor variables (social support, family resources, 
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workload, and capacity). In Model 1, social support had a negative relationship (β= -0.44, 

SE=0.06, p<0.001) with parental depressive symptoms, and social support accounts for 

18.3% of the variability in parental depressive symptoms (Adj. R2= 0.183). Thus, as 

parental perceived social support increases, parental depressive symptoms decrease. 

Model 2 findings indicate that there is a negative relationship between family resources 

(β= -0.56, SE= 0.12, p<0.001) and parental depressive symptoms. Perceived family 

resources account for 30.8% of the variability in parental depressive symptoms (Adj. R2= 

0.308). This indicates that parents who have higher family resources are less likely to 

have depressive symptoms. Moreover, when entered individually, family resources had 

the strongest correlation with depressive symptoms compared with the other three 

predictor variables of social support, workload, and capacity.  

Model 3 findings demonstrate that when all four predictor variables are included 

in the regression model, only social support (β= -0.21, SE=0.07, p = .04) and family 

resources (β= -0.39, SE=0.18, p<0.001) significantly predict parental depressive 

symptoms (Adj. R2= .324, F (4, 101)=13.603, p=<.001). Thus, 32.4% of the variance in 

parental depressive scores can be explained by the combined effect of social support, 

family resources, perceived workload, and perceived capacity.  
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Table 10 

Parental Depressive Symptoms, Regression 
 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
  β SE Sig. β SE Sig. β SE Sig. 
Support             
 Social Supp. -0.44 .06 <.001 ***     -0.21 .07 .038 * 
 Family Res.     -0.56 .12 <.001 *** -0.39 .18 <.001 *** 
Parental              
 Workload         .13 .41 .172  
 Capacity         .02 .18 .871  
Constant - 4.73 <.001 *** - 7.41 <.001 *** - 13.67 <.001 *** 
Adj. R2 .183 .308 .324 
 
Note. *p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  
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Table 11 contains the regression analysis predicting impact on the family with a 

three-model series: Model 1 with social support, Model 2 with family resources, and 

Model 3 with all four predictor variables (social support, family resources, workload, and 

capacity). In Model 1, social support has a negative relationship (β= -0.29, SE=0.04, 

p=.002) with impact on the family, and social support accounts for 7.7% of the variability 

in impact on family scores (Adj. R2= .077). Thus, as parental perceived social support 

increases, impact on the family decreases. Model 2 findings indicate that there is a 

negative relationship between family resources (β= -0.60, SE= 0.08, p<0.001) and impact 

on family scores. Perceived family resources account for 35.4% of the variability in 

impact on family scores (Adj.R2= 0.354). This indicates that parents with higher family 

resources are less likely to impact the family. When entered individually, workload has 

the strongest correlation with impact on the family when compared with the other three 

predictor variables. 

Model 3 findings demonstrate that when all four predictor variables are included 

in the regression model, only family resources (β= -0.29, SE=0.10, p = .002) and 

workload (β=.51, SE=0.23, p<0.001) significantly predict impact on the family (Adj. R2= 

.565, F (4, 101) =35.077, p=<.001). Thus, 56.5% of the variance in impact on family 

scores can be explained by the combined effect of social support, family resources, 

perceived workload, and perceived capacity.  
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Table 11 

Impact on Family, Regression 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
  β SE Sig. β SE Sig. β SE Sig. 
Support             
 Social Supp. -0.29 .04 .002 **     -0.03 .04 .760  
 Family Res.     -0.60 .08 <0.001 *** -0.29 .10 .002 ** 
Parental              
 Workload         .51 .23 <0.001 *** 
 Capacity          .10 .179  
Constant - 3.55 <0.001 *** - 5.05 <0.001 *** - 7.75 <0.001 *** 
Adj. R2 .077 .354 .565 

 
Note. *p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  
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Research Question 4a: Do social support, family resources or parental capacity 

moderate the relationship between parental workload and parental depressive symptoms 

or impact on the family? 

 Multiple regression was performed with parental depressive symptoms as the 

outcome variable, and the model included interactions of workload with each of the four 

moderator variables social support, family resources, and capacity. As seen in Table 12, 

none of the interaction terms were statistically significant, demonstrating that neither 

social support, family resources, or parental capacity moderated the relationship between 

workload and parental depressive symptoms.  

Table 12 

Depressive Symptoms Regressed on Parental Workload x Support Resource Interactions 
(Moderation) 
 

Model B (SE) Sig. 
1: workload x social support -.02 .02 .354 
2: workload x family resources -.02 .04 .552 
3: workload x capacity -.03 .06 .543 

 
Note: N=106. Unstandardized coefficient shown with standard errors in (). No interaction 

terms were statistically significant. 

 Multiple regression was then conducted with impact on the family as the outcome 

variable. This model as seen in Table 13, also included the same interaction terms, and 

again none of the interaction terms were statistically significant. This demonstrated that 

neither social support, family resources or parental capacity buffered the relationship 

between workload and impact on the family. 
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Table 13 

Impact on Family Regressed on Parental Workload x Support Resource Interactions 
(Moderation) 
 

Model B (SE) Sig. 
1: workload x social support -.01 .01 .548 
2: workload x family resources .01 .02 .514 
3: workload x capacity .03 .03 .382 

 
Note: N=106. Unstandardized coefficient shown with standard errors in (). No interaction 

terms were statistically significant. 

Research Question 5: What are the relationships among the number of 

prescribed CMC medications, number of specialists who care for CMC, number of hours 

per week of care coordination and number of hours per week providing direct care and 

parental workload or parental depressive symptoms? 

Table 14 contains the regression analysis predicting parental depressive 

symptoms. Regression results indicated that the model significantly predicted parental 

depressive symptoms (Adj. R2 = .104, F (4, 101) =4.056, p=.004). The β weights 

indicated that only one variable, the number of weekly hours parent coordinates care (β = 

.38, SE = .16, p= <.001), significantly contributed to parental depressive symptoms. 

Thus, 10.4% of the variance in parental depressive symptom scores can be explained by 

the combined effect of the number of prescribed CMC medications, number of specialists 

who care for CMC, number of hours per week of care coordination and number of hours 

per week providing direct care.  
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Table 14 
 
Parental Depressive Symptoms, Regression 
 
 Model 
 β SE Sig. 
Sociodemographics    

Medicationsa -0.01 .30 .909 
Specialistsb -0.06 .41 .600 
Care coord.c .38 .16 <.001*** 
Direct cared -0.05 .02 .605 

Constant - 3.3 <.001*** 
Adj. R2 .104 
 
Note. aNumber of daily medications used by CMC. bNumber of health care specialists who 

provide care for CMC. cNumber of weekly care coordination hours provided by parents. dNumber 

of weekly direct care hours parents provide to manage CMC health conditions. 

*p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  

 Table 15 contains the regression analysis predicting workload. Results indicated 

that the model significantly predicted workload (Adj. R2 = .277, F (4, 101) =11.034, 

p=<.001. The β weights indicated that two of the four predictor variables significantly 

contributed to workload: the number of weekly hours that parents coordinate their CMC 

care (β = .22, SE =.03, p= .02) and the total number of health care specialists that care for 

the CMC (β = .32, SE = .09, p= <.001). Thus, 27.7% of the variance in workload can be 

explained by the combined effect of the number of prescribed CMC medications, number 

of specialists who care for the CMC, the number of hours per week that parents provide 

for their CMC and the number of hours per week providing direct care. 
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Table 15 
 
Workload, Regression 
 
 Model 
 β SE Sig. 
Sociodemographics    

Medicationsa .16 .06 .123 
Specialistsb .32 .09 <.001*** 
Care coord.c .22 .03 .017* 
Direct cared .10 .01 .239 

Constant - .68 <.001*** 
Adj. R2 .277 

 

Note. a Number of daily medications used by CMC. b Number of health care specialists who 

provide care for CMC. c Number of weekly care coordination hours provided by parents. d 

Number of weekly direct care hours parents provide to manage CMC health conditions. 

*p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.  

Discussion 

 Findings from this study indicated that adequate family resources ease workload 

and positively influence capacity, and a lack of family resources is a strong predictor of 

parental depressive symptoms. While social support does not influence workload, it does 

positively influence capacity. Workload is the strongest predictor of impact on the family. 

Moreover, when workload exceeds the capacity required to do the work needed to care 

for CMC, impact on the family remains significant and it accounts for more variation in 

parental depressive symptoms. Notably, approximately 61% of parents of CMC with 

CCHD reported CES-D scores of 16 or higher, consistent with clinical-level depression 

(Radloff, 1977). 

 Many support groups exist on Facebook for parents of children with medical 

complexity and children with CCHD. Therefore, targeted advertising for study 
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participation on social media facilitated recruitment efforts for this study. This 

recruitment strategy helped overcome the challenges of in-person recruitment due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. On the other hand, this strategy led to a very homogeneous sample 

of mostly white, married/partnered, educated women. This was corroborated by findings 

from a systematic review showing that recruitment through Facebook, while fast and 

inexpensive, does limit access to harder-to-reach demographic groups and is limited by 

its over representation of young white women (Whitaker et al., 2017). In addition, most 

participants in the current study were mothers of CMC, findings that are consistent with 

other studies that identify mothers as primary caregivers for children with medical 

complexity (Rehm, 2013). Future studies will benefit from a more diverse sample that 

more accurately reflects the United States demographic. 

Research has shown that caring for technology dependent children affects social 

relationships and activities, with some parents finding it easier to stay home (Rehm, 

2013). Parents of CMC have reported feeling isolated (Thomson et al., 2016). While 

some parents report the important role that extended family members play in offloading 

daily tasks, other parents have limited extended family to assist with physical care (Foster 

et al., 2022). According to parent reports, family members are simply not trained on the 

use of their CMC’s medical support devices, thus leaving parents to shoulder the 

workload (Foster et al.). This may explain why there is no statistically significant 

relationship between social support and workload, in that parents of CMC rely on few 

others to help them with the day-to-day care, leaving little time for these families to 

socialize and expand their social network. The current study found that the majority 
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(37.7%) of parents have no one other than themselves to help provide care to their CMC, 

and only 32% of parents have just one other person to assist them with unpaid caregiving.  

That there is no significant relationship between social support and perceived 

workload in this sample may be also related to the isolation that occurred due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, as described in the literature (Jaspal & Breakwell, 2022). On the 

other hand, parents who have social support have reported that extended family members 

who assist with day-to-day tasks allows parents to focus on the care of their CMC (Foster 

et al., 2022). This may be another explanation for the absence of a significant relationship 

between social support and workload. 

Building on prior research describing the financial challenges that parents of 

CMC face, this study demonstrates that a lack of adequate family resources has a 

significant impact on these parents. Specifically, the lack of perceived family resources 

had the greatest impact on predicting parental depressive symptoms, accounting for 

30.8% of the variability in depressive symptoms. In addition, inadequate family resources 

significantly predicted impact on the family, and accounted for 35.4% of the variability in 

impact on family scores. These results lend strong support for universal screening of 

family resources and financial constraints that may further affect the mental health of 

parents. This is important because parents of CMC are already stressed and overburdened 

by their daily care responsibilities from which they get little relief. Furthermore, research 

has identified socioeconomic factors within racial/ethnic groups that influence the health 

outcomes of children with critical congenital heart disease (Peyvandi et al., 2018). 

Together, these findings suggest that health disparities exist for both parents and their 

CMC with CCHD when inadequate resources exist.  
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It is not surprising that higher capacity predicts fewer parental depressive 

symptoms and less impact on the family, given the frustration that parents of CMC 

describe when not given the proper training and preparedness for home care. To our 

knowledge, no studies exist that have quantitatively examined the impact of capacity on 

parental mental health in this medically complex patient population. This study begins to 

fill a knowledge gap in our understanding of how lack of preparedness and training for 

complex home care can influence parental mental health. Although more research is 

needed, these findings establish a starting point for researchers interested in quantitatively 

measuring perceived capacity so that interventions aimed at enhancing capacity can be 

evaluated.  

This study found an increase in workload is significantly associated with more 

parental depressive symptoms but was even more significantly associated with impact on 

the family. In fact, workload accounted for 46.7% of the variance in impact on family 

scores. These results are not surprising given the parental burdens that have been 

described in the CMC literature to date. However, little attention has been given to 

quantitatively measuring workload or exploring how parental workload impacts mental 

health and the family. Results of this study provide a foundation from which to build 

upon to understand the impact of parental workload on the health and well-being of the 

entire family responsible for caring for medically complex children at home. 

The high levels of clinically relevant depressive symptoms were notable in this 

study with 61.3% of participants having CES-D scores indicative of clinical-level 

depression (Radloff, 1977). This rate is higher than 19% of mothers with depressive 

symptoms whose children had chronic health conditions (Brooks et al., 2015), higher 
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than the approximately 40% of parents with technology dependent children (Toly, et al., 

2012), and higher than the 25-50% of parents with children with CCHD (Woolf-King et 

al., 2017). This higher rate also differs from self-reported rates of “poor or fair mental 

health” rates in 18.6% of parents of CMC in a recent study (Bayer et al., 2021). 

Nevertheless, these findings underscore the importance of establishing the incidence of 

depressive symptoms in parents responsible for complex care that requires a high level of 

attention at home to prevent morbidity and mortality. In addition, findings from this study 

emphasize the importance for universal screening for parental depressive symptoms so 

that parents can be connected to mental health supports. 

The time devoted to direct caregiving was not associated with depressive 

symptoms or workload in this study. This is likely due to parents feeling a sense of pride 

and satisfaction in providing care to their CMC at home, and the gratitude that comes 

with staying home with their chronically ill children as reported in the literature (Rehm, 

2013). Research has demonstrated that parents of CMC experience conflict over the 

multiple roles they play. These roles include parent, advocate, educator, and case 

manager (Kirk et al., 2005). However, parents defined themselves, most importantly, as a 

parent with a vast understanding and commitment to their children’s unique needs. This 

also suggests that parents do not perceive direct caregiving as work per se, which could 

explain why no relationship was identified between perceived workload and direct 

caregiving activities in this study. 

Care coordination was the greatest predictor of both parental depressive 

symptoms and workload in this study. Parents of CMC have described care coordination 

responsibilities as time consuming and frustrating, since it takes away from other 
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responsibilities (Caicedo, 2014; Kuo et al., 2011; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020). One 

explanation for this finding is that the task of care coordination is mundane and takes 

time away from direct caregiving that parents of CMC have described as enjoyable and 

rewarding. Research has demonstrated higher parent satisfaction levels when care 

coordination activities are managed by a medical home or care coordination program 

(Mosquera et al., 2014). The more medically complex the patient, and thus more work for 

parents, the more time that is required by parents for care coordination tasks (Kuo et al., 

2011), a finding which is in keeping with findings from this study.  

The current study also found that higher numbers of health care specialists were 

associated with higher parental workload and depressive symptoms. This is corroborated 

with qualitative research exploring the demands of parents with CMC. These parents 

described the task of ensuring that all health care providers are communicating with one 

another as stressful, frustrating, and burdensome, pointing out that poor communication 

between health care providers can lead to consequential delays in care (Golden & 

Nageswaran, 2012). The task of information management is a critical but time-

consuming responsibility. So, while a large team of health care specialists for CMC is 

necessary, it directly impacts both the workload and the mental health of parents in this 

study. 

It is unclear why social support, family resources, and parental capacity did not 

moderate the relationship between parental workload and parental depressive symptoms 

or impact on the family. The sample size of 106 may have been one factor influencing 

these results, in which case larger sample sizes in future studies may be elucidating. 

Mediation analyses may be a logical next step using available data from this study.  
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Perceived social support and perceived family resources are contextual influences 

that can hinder or support parents’ management of their CMCs’ conditions (Knafl et al., 

2012). Both variables were significantly correlated with workload and capacity in this 

study. The greater the workload, the more likely the impact on the family and for 

depressive symptoms to occur, while on the other hand as capacity increased, the 

likelihood of parental depressive symptoms and impact on the family diminished. 

Collectively, social support, family resources, workload, and capacity explained 32.4% of 

the variance in depressive symptoms, and 56.5% of the variance in impact on the family. 

These findings support the usefulness of the theoretical framework used in this study to 

understand the challenges faced by parents of CMC and their effect on parental mental 

health and on the family overall.  

Limitations 

 The results of this study must be considered in the context of several limitations. 

The first is related to the representativeness of the sample. Recruitment efforts were done 

solely online which can affect the representativeness of the sample. Notably, parent 

participants were largely homogeneous with regard to marital status, race, education, and 

gender which limits the generalization of these findings. Although this was a national 

sample, the non-random sample consisted of a more than 90% white, non-Hispanic, 

married female participant group . Random sampling would limit biases and have the 

potential to strengthen future study findings.  

A second limitation is that all questionnaires and instruments were self-reported 

and could not be confirmed by in-person observations or medical records. Self-reporting 
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may have contributed to recall and response bias. Face-to-face interviewing may have 

provided greater clarity and accuracy of information shared by parent participants.  

The use of a cross-sectional study design was another study limitation. The nature 

of this study design limits our understanding of the temporal order of the variables. 

Longitudinal studies could evaluate changes in perceived workload and capacity over 

time, and how experience in managing the care of CMC over time can impact workload, 

capacity, depressive symptoms, and impact on the family.  

 Lastly, it is impossible to know how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected 

parents of CMC, as there are no available measures to differentiate between depressive 

symptoms due to providing care to CMC versus depressive symptoms due to the 

pandemic. COVID-19 has contributed to depression and has presented barriers to 

adequate resources that may have otherwise been in place prior to the pandemic (Dhiman 

et al., 2020; Racine et al., 2021). 

Strengths 

 Despite the noted limitations of this study, there were several strengths. This 

study adds to the limited body of literature describing the influence of social support, 

family resources, workload, and capacity on parental depressive symptoms and impact on 

the family in children with medical complexity. This study was the first to examine 

parents’ perceived workload and capacity to care for CMC and its impact on the family, 

as well as its impact on parental depressive symptoms. This study begins to address a gap 

in the literature that is recognized by parents and providers who care for children with 

medical complexity, and who have asked for further research to better address the 

workload and demand required to care for CMC. Moreover, all of the instruments used 
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for this study had adequate internal consistency reliability. In addition, the target sample, 

while small, was achieved and the study attracted a national participant sample. Parent 

participants were engaged and eager to participate as noted by their responses to initial 

postings seeking study participants. There was a notable sense of gratitude by parent 

participants for the undertaking of the research study. Finally, parents were eager to 

clarify follow-up questions via email, which led to little or no missing data, further 

strengthening this study. 

Implications for Nursing Practice, Policy, and Future Research 

The findings of this study have several implications for nursing practice, policy, 

and future research. First, nurses must be educated about the potential high rates of 

depressive symptoms in parents of CMC. Nurses are in a prime position to assess for 

adequate social supports, family resources and parental depressive symptoms. Such 

screening is imperative to assist families in obtaining available mental health support and 

financial resources when they are most needed. Given the links between workload, 

capacity, depressive symptoms and impact on the family, nurses should focus efforts on 

developing interventions to improve parents’ abilities to meet the demands for delivering 

home care with a particular emphasis on including parents in all aspects of research. This 

strategy ensures that targeted interventions are informed by parents’ experiences and 

needs. 

 The findings of this study highlight the need for the expansion of medical homes, 

beginning with education around the definition and importance that medical homes play 

for CMC and their families. Universally providing care coordination services must 

become the care standard for CMC, and we are heading in the right direction with the 
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passing of recent legislation. The Medicaid Services Investment and Accountability Act 

of 2019 (introduced as H.R. 1839) was signed into law on April 18, 2019 (govtrack.us, 

2019). This law expands a state option for medical homes for CMC and provides 

additional funding for demonstration projects such as the one described by Mosquera and 

colleagues (2014). However, participation is not mandatory, and implementation is being 

left to participating states. Additionally, value-based payment systems that reward 

clinicians and institutions for providing high quality care must be advocated for. While 

additional funding by way of the recently passed legislation will help, clinicians and 

researchers committed to outstanding care for CMC must establish baseline metrics and 

outcomes beyond readmission and ED visit rates to include caregiver satisfaction, 

caregiver and patient quality of life, and social integration that can be prospectively 

examined. 

Finally, respite care and work-hour safety standards for parents of CMC must be 

developed with advocacy and policy support. This is important based on what is known 

about the unpaid care hours that parents provide for medically fragile children. CMC 

experts suggest that these parents should not work to care for their children more than 9 

consecutive hours based on what is known about the association of adverse events and 

performance-impairing fatigue in other safety-sensitive occupations such as nursing, 

transportation, and emergency services (Schall et al., 2020; Williamson et al., 2011). 

These experts argue that the work provided by parents to care for their CMC should be 

held to the same safety standards used in other high-risk fields to prevent exhaustion and 

burn out. 
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 Several directions for future research can be gleaned from this study. In addition 

to developing and testing interventions to minimize workload and facilitate capacity, 

further study is needed to understand factors that buffer parental depressive symptoms 

and impact on the family. Studies exploring resilience and its protective role in mitigating 

depression are needed, since resilience influences parents’ stress response as well as the 

health of parents and their children (Lisanti, 2018).  

Conclusions 

 The findings from this study add to the limited body of knowledge about the 

relationship between the perceived workload that parents of CMC experience and their 

mental health. This study, guided by a derived theoretical model, was the first to explore 

relationships between social support, family resources, workload, capacity, and how these 

factors impact parental depressive symptoms and families of CMC. Moreover, this study 

begins to fill a critical knowledge gap about the prevalence of depressive symptoms in 

parents of CMC with CCHD, particularly when workload outweighs capacity and when 

family resources are inadequate. These findings highlight the need for universal screening 

for social support, family resources, and depressive symptoms. In addition, these findings 

emphasize the need for policies and care models that reduce workload while building 

capacity to manage the workload required to care for CMC at home. Medical homes that 

provide care coordination to these parents are one effective way to minimize workload, 

yet they are not a widely available resource. Until medical homes universally exist for all 

CMC, interventions aimed at building capacity and minimizing workload for parents are 

needed so that the health and well-being of CMC and their parents can be strengthened. 
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Abstract 
 

 Background and Purpose: Children with medical complexity (CMC) experience 

poor health outcomes despite the high cost of care, and their parents face challenges in 

providing complex care. Poor health outcomes may be related to an imbalance between 

parental demands to manage care and their ability to meet the demands needed to provide 

complex care. However, this phenomenon has not been explored. In addition, much of 

the existing research focused on CMC lacks an overarching theoretical framework. The 

purpose of this article is to outline factors that impact families of CMC described in the 

literature. This article proposes a modified framework using theory derivation, which 

highlights the concepts of parental workload and capacity and demonstrates how they are 

related to CMC health. Methods: A revised theoretical framework using theory 

derivation by Walker and Avant is presented using findings from the CMC literature that 

most affect the parents of these children. Results: Applying content from two existing 

theories using concepts of relevance results in a framework that provides richer insight 

into the relationship between parental workload and parental capacity, particularly when 

parental workload outweighs parental capacity.  This framework allows for the 

examination of how an imbalance between workload and capacity impacts CMC health 

outcomes. Implications for Practice: Although further study is needed to test the 

proposed theory, the framework can be used to examine these relationships with hopes of 

developing interventions to decrease parental workload and enhance parental ability. 

Keywords: capacity, children with medical complexity (CMC), parent, theory derivation, 

workload 
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A Theory for Understanding Parental Workload and Capacity to Care for Children 

with Medical Complexity 

Introduction 

 Children with medical complexity (CMC) have one or more chronic, lifelong 

health conditions that can be severe and have substantial health service needs. In 

addition, CMC have functional limitations and high health care use, placing these 

children at risk for poor health and family outcomes (Cohen et al., 2011). Much of the 

extant literature on CMC and their families has focused on describing the drivers of CMC 

care costs (Berry et al., 2014), poor CMC health outcomes (Feinstein et al., 2014; 

Shumskiy et al., 2018), and the challenges that parents face in providing necessary care 

for their children (Allshouse et al., 2018; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020). Parental 

demands combined with challenges in parents’ ability to manage the care of their child’s 

complex needs may contribute to these poor health outcomes. However, there is a paucity 

of research examining these relationships. Notably, CMC enrolled in comprehensive care 

programs that assist parents in coordinating care have dramatically better health 

outcomes (Avritscher et al., 2019; Mosquera et al., 2014), suggesting that parental 

workload and ability to manage complex needs of these children are relevant concepts for 

improving CMC health. Moreover, theoretical frameworks are rarely included in studies 

focused on this patient population, underscoring the need for exploring frameworks to 

guide researchers invested in improving the health and well-being of CMC and their 

families.  

Using a theoretical framework to guide research provides a roadmap that can be 

used to describe phenomena, predict care outcomes, and explain research findings 
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(Walker & Avant, 2019). The Family Management Style Framework (FMSF) provides 

insight into how families manage care for chronically ill children (Knafl et al., 1996; 

Knafl et al., 2012). This theory contains dimensions of ability to manage illness and how 

easy or challenging the illness is to manage. The Cumulative Complexity Model (CCM) 

directly addresses the concepts of workload and capacity in adults with chronic illness. 

The CCM posits that when an imbalance exists between demand and ability (where 

workload exceeds capacity), health outcomes worsen (Shippee et al., 2012). These two 

middle-range theories were identified as potentially meaningful in understanding how 

parents’ demands (workload) and abilities (capacity) in caring for children with medical 

complexity impact health outcomes of these children. The concepts of parental workload 

and capacity from the CMC literature were used to propose a revised theory using theory 

derivation by Walker and Avant (2019). This revised theory helps researchers and health 

care providers understand how an imbalance between parental workload and capacity can 

affect CMC health outcomes. 

Children with Medical Complexity: Definition and Prevalence 

While representing just 0.4% of all children, CMC health care expenses total 40% 

of all pediatric hospital costs (Cohen et al., 2012). In addition, the number of CMC has 

grown as a result of improved survival rates of conditions that were once fatal (Kuo et al., 

2011). The term CMC is often used interchangeably with other terms including 

“medically complex”, “chronically ill”, and “children with special health care needs” to 

signify the chronicity of illness as well as the time, resources and expertise needed by 

parents to manage the care of these children (Cohen et al., 2018). The disproportionate 

care costs of CMC are partially due to the complexity of day-to-day care. A number of 
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CMC characteristics influence the complexity of care. For instance, CMC require 

inpatient and outpatient care from a variety of health care specialists and rely on a 

number of medications and therapies. CMC require surgeries, procedures, and life-

sustaining technologies, and experience acute illnesses and exacerbations of chronic 

illnesses that require unique health care management (Berry et al., 2013). A concept 

analysis of the term “children with medical complexity” confirms that these children 

were previously considered so complex that they required long-term inpatient care. CMC 

now live at home with their families who provide care (Rogers et al., 2021). While 

studies have described the demands and burdens that parents encounter when caring for 

CMC, no research studies examine the relationships between parental workload, parental 

capacity, and CMC health outcomes. Identifying patterns of a family’s ability to manage 

care for a chronically ill child will lead to a better understanding of family adaptation in 

the face of adversity and to interventions that improve health outcomes for chronically ill 

children (Knafl et al., 2013). 

Relevant Concepts Affecting Parents of CMC 

Workload to Manage CMC Care 

 Workload is defined as the demands placed on parents to manage the day-to-day 

care of CMC, which has a significant, daily impact on families (Ward et al., 2015). Much 

of the CMC literature describes parents as burdened by this time-intensive and exhausting 

role despite the many joys that the role brings (Ward et al.). Moreover, CMC parents 

describe the medical system as complex and difficult to navigate (Cady & Belew, 2017), 

compounding the workload parents experience.  

Workload Due to Direct Care 
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 Parents provide the majority of direct care at home for CMC who require 

specialized attention. Daily care can include procedures, medical equipment use, and 

complex medication schedules (Rempel et al., 2012; Spratling, 2017). Approximately 5.6 

million special health care needs children receive an annual 1.5 billion hours of family-

provided care at home, with parents providing the majority of direct care to CMC, 

sometimes for 20 or more hours a week (Romley et al., 2017). High amounts of 

caregiving time are associated with decreased quality of life for parents (Lawoko & 

Soares, 2003). Moreover, caregiving demands are associated with more stress-related 

illness in parents (Cousino & Hazen, 2013), underscoring the detrimental effects that this 

workload has on parents of CMC. 

Workload Due to Care Coordination 

In addition to the time parents spend providing direct care, they also spend 

between 3.9 and 6.6 hours per week coordinating care (Caicedo, 2014; Romley et al., 

2017). Parental care coordination has the potential to mitigate crisis-driven overtreatment 

of CMC, especially when seamless  parental communication occurs. However, this 

degree of parental effort takes time and skills that are typically provided by nurses and 

other health care providers in program-based medical homes (Ruggiero et al., 2019). 

More than 66% of parents of children with special health care needs receive no clinic-

based support to coordinate care (Hofacer et al., 2019). This leaves parents to manage the 

workload of coordinating care by themselves.  

Workload Due to Health Care Access and Utilization 

Parental workload consists of spending considerable time taking CMC to 

appointments, attending a median of 11 to 15 specialty clinics for CMC each year (Kuo et 
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al., 2011). Some parents need to travel frequently to health care specialists. These 

appointments are sometimes hundreds of miles away because specialists are often part of 

an urban, tertiary care center (Cady & Belew, 2017). Appointments far from home place 

further strain and workload on parents due to lost work hours because of the time needed 

to attend medical appointments with their CMC. Health care specialists prescribe disease-

managing medications for CMC, resulting in multiple medications and complex medical 

regimens (Aboneh & Chui, 2017; Cohen et al., 2011). This puts CMC at higher risk for 

home medication errors, which in turn leads to emergency room visits and 

hospitalizations (Feinstein et al., 2014). Children with sickle cell disease and seizure 

disorders with complex medication schedules were found to experience a 22% home 

medication error rate, and at least one medication error was noted in 95% of cases when a 

medication reminder system such as calendar or pill box, wasn’t used (Walsh et al., 

2011).  

Workload Due to Financial Hardship 

Some researchers have included financial strains experienced by parents of CMC 

as a significant challenge (Kuo et al., 2011; Mooney-Doyle et al., 2019; Thomson et al., 

2016). These financial demands are inextricably linked to the time required to care for 

their CMC. Researchers conducting a concept analysis on caregiver burden note that 

financial hardship is an antecedent (Liu et al., 2020). Kuo et al. (2011) finds that 46.3% 

of parents paid more than $1,000 in the prior year toward out-of-pocket health care-

related costs, and 56.8% of parents reported financial difficulties due to the costs of 

unreimbursed CMC care. More than 50% of families needed a family member to stop 

working in order to provide direct care to their CMC. Nearly 49% of parents reported not 
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having enough income to cover CMC medical expenses. CMC family members were 

more likely to report not filling a prescription or not seeing a dentist or physician due to 

financial difficulties (Thomson et al., 2016).  Similarly, Mooney-Doyle and Lindley 

(2019) find that poverty is significantly associated with both the financial challenges 

experienced by families as well as with a family member stopping work outside the home 

to care for their medically complex child. It is clear from these studies, some of which 

use large, nationally representative samples, that financial burdens experienced by the 

parents of CMC are substantial and directly related to the care that CMC require. Parental 

workload to manage their CMC condition consists of the time, skills, and resources 

necessary to manage a health condition, including financial resources that when in short 

supply, can add further burden. 

Capacity to Manage CMC Care 

Capacity is defined as the ability, knowledge, readiness, or competency needed to 

manage a health condition (Shippee et al., 2012). Regardless of parents’ ability to do so, 

they are required to manage complex treatments of their CMC at home. Care 

management can include sophisticated medication regimens, preparing complex diets, or 

tracheostomy and feeding tube care, often with little training or ongoing testing to ensure 

competency over time (Page et al., 2020; Spratling, 2017; Ward et al., 2015). Parents are 

expected to master these demands (Knafl et al., 2013). However, few studies have 

examined the concepts of parental ability, competence, and readiness to manage the 

complex care that CMC require. Studies that have examined these concepts are largely 

descriptive and qualitative in nature. Nearly 32% of parents of children with congenital 

heart disease lack the ability and knowledge to care for their child (Ni et al., 2019). 
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Parents of children with single ventricle heart disease describe themselves as similar to 

health professionals, needing to quickly learn how to provide specific care to their child 

(Rempel et al., 2012).  A meta-synthesis of qualitative research examining parental 

experiences caring for children with special health care needs describes parents as feeling 

overwhelmed and unprepared to care for a chronically ill child (Nygard & Clancy, 2018). 

Parents learn the skills necessary but with little guidance. 

Few studies were identified in the literature that examine the relationship between 

ability (capacity) and the health outcomes of CMC or those with chronic illness. Gibson-

Young et al. (2014) examined maternal behaviors in managing their children’s chronic 

asthma. When mothers had a lower perceived ability to manage chronic asthma, the 

number of child hospitalizations significantly increased. This finding suggests that some 

health care utilization patterns and child health outcomes are related to parents’ 

knowledge and confidence to manage the disease. In another study of variables that might 

influence CMC hospitalizations, Nelson et al. (2016) explores modifiable factors that 

influenced parents’ decisions to bring their CMC in for acute care. Through interviews, 

these researchers found that parents seek help when they surpass a comfort threshold 

when caring for their CMC at home. In this study, parents expressed a desire for learning 

more about their CMC’s condition to help them respond more effectively to concerning 

symptoms with the hope of preventing unnecessary acute care visits. Parents believe that 

having expanded access to health care providers who know their CMC will help them 

make decisions about when to seek acute care more appropriately. This suggests that 

improving family capacity by increasing parental knowledge and provider access may 

decrease hospitalizations and associated hospital costs.  
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 Zhang et al. (2015) studied aspects of family management with 399 Chinese 

caregivers whose children have a chronic health condition.  They conclude that 

geography, family income, and maternal education are the greatest predictors of caregiver 

ability. Urban location, higher income, and maternal education predict more confident 

management ability. It is important to highlight these findings since it is widely reported 

that families of CMC experience significant financial strain which may influence their 

ability to care for CMC. The paucity of research examining the concept of parental 

capacity to meet the demands necessary to manage CMC care is notable, underscoring 

the need to further examine these relationships and their impact on CMC health 

outcomes. 

Knafl et al. (2013) used the Family Management Measure (FaMM) to identify 

patterns of family response to childhood chronic illness. Measurement scores range from 

those that reflect family-focused to condition-focused patterns. Most families (57%) 

demonstrate a family-focused or somewhat family-focused pattern that was associated 

with significantly better family and child functioning. The remaining 43% of families are 

somewhat condition-focused (35%) or condition-focused (8%) which is associated with 

considerable effort needed to manage their child’s chronic condition. Maternal scores 

especially reflected that the work required to manage the chronic condition was difficult 

and that mothers did not feel competent to manage it. These findings suggest that a high 

degree of parental workload can lead to a caregiver’s feelings of incompetence and have 

an impact on overall family functioning. 

Several target areas have been identified as important to families and health care 

providers when evaluating initiatives to improve the lives of parents and their CMC 
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(Fayed et al., 2019). One of the target areas developed in conjunction with parents of 

CMC includes outcomes of “parent ability to manage their child’s health and parent 

ability to keep up with the demand” (Fayed et al., 2019, p. 1095), supporting the idea that 

parental demand (workload) and parental ability (capacity) are significant concepts of 

interest to CMC parents, health care providers, and researchers. 

Theory Derivation Using Workload and Capacity 

 The process of theory derivation uses and modifies existing theories to help better 

explain or predict a phenomenon of interest. Theory derivation is a creative and useful 

process when new insights about a phenomenon are needed to inspire further research or 

when there is a lack of available theories that include concepts of interest (Walker & 

Avant, 2019). Walker and Avant present theory derivation in a series of steps: 1) 

becoming familiar with the phenomenon of interest and proceeding with theory 

derivation if suitability of existing theories is lacking, 2) looking for analogies in other 

fields, 3) choosing a parent theory that offers a way of explaining or making predictions 

about the phenomenon of interest, 4) identifying the parent theory concepts to be used for 

clarification, and 5) using the parent theory concepts to develop a new statement or 

statements that provide a richer meaning for the phenomenon of interest.  

Existing Frameworks Using Workload and Capacity Concepts 

 The philosophical underpinnings that led to an understanding of a family’s 

response to child chronic illness initially came from literature examining normalization 

and dissociation in response to child polio in the 1960’s (Davis, 1963). A concept 

analysis on normalization served as the basis for theory development on family 

management of a family member’s chronic illness (Knafl & Deatrick, 1986). This work 
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supported the view that family adaptation to chronic illness was poorly understood. 

Identifying this theoretical gap led to qualitative research by Knafl et al. (1996) that 

described parental responses to child chronic illness. Responses ranged from floundering 

to thriving styles to understand how families manage and incorporate a child’s chronic 

illness into their lives. These researchers found that a floundering style was associated 

with parents feeling inadequate, burdened, and exhausted when managing child chronic 

illness. Additional qualitative work led to the development of the Family Management 

Style Framework (FMSF) for understanding how families incorporate a child’s chronic 

illness into everyday family life (Knafl et al., 2012). 

 The concepts of parental workload and capacity were chosen as the basis for 

theory derivation because of the notable challenges described in the scientific literature 

that these parents experience in day-to-day CMC care management. In addition, concept 

analyses on children with medical complexity (Rogers et al., 2021) and on caregiver 

burden (Liu et al., 2020) describe CMC as complex and note that caregiver strain is 

multifaceted. Antecedents of caregiver burden include financial stress, extensive time 

necessary to provide direct care, and lack of social activities that prevent additional 

support that may alleviate burden. These burdens are consistent with findings in the CMC 

literature that point to workload and capacity as being relevant concepts for parents. 

The Cumulative Complexity Model (CCM) posits that poor health outcomes can 

occur when illness management workload outweighs the capacity to manage it (Shippee 

et al., 2012). This imbalance was not identified as a concept of relevance in a search of 

the CMC literature or in the FMSF literature. However, the concept of an imbalance 

between workload and capacity has the potential to explain why CMC health outcomes 
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remain poor. Theory derivation is useful when a set of concepts may be related to one 

another but lacks the structure necessary to fit the needs of a theory required to expand 

understanding of a patient population (Walker & Avant, 2019). Therefore, theory 

derivation was used to modify the FMSF. The theory derivation process enhances the 

dimension of management mindset in the FMSF, which includes parental effort and 

ability, by instead using the CCM concepts of workload and capacity. The modified 

framework considers how the health outcomes of CMC are affected when workload 

outweighs capacity.  

Family Management Style Framework 

 The Family Management Style Framework (FMSF) is a middle-range theory for 

understanding how families respond to, manage, and incorporate a child’s chronic illness 

into everyday family life (Knafl et al., 1996). According to the FMSF, patterns range 

from a thriving management style with a high degree of confidence and management 

ability, to a floundering style with difficulty in managing the illness (Knafl et al.). The 

FMSF is comprised of three main components within which are eight dimensions. These 

dimensions assist in understanding how families integrate the child’s chronic condition 

management into their lives. One of the eight dimensions, known as “management 

mindset”, refers to a parent’s view of their ability to manage the illness, as well as 

whether the disease is easy or difficult to manage. The model has been used extensively 

in the pediatric chronic disease literature and has been applied to other family situations, 

from breastfeeding low birthweight infants (Krouse, 2002) to understanding family 

perceptions of nursing home placement of an elderly family member (Koplow et al., 

2015).  
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Cumulative Complexity Model 

 Shippee et al. (2012) proposed the Cumulative Complexity Model (CCM) to 

explain how patient complexity is driven by an imbalance between patient workload and 

patient capacity to self-manage one’s chronic illness. Complexity is defined as a dynamic 

state using the patient’s clinical condition, which includes personal and social factors that 

make up a patient’s workload. An imbalance between a patient’s workload and capacity 

to manage that workload can lead to poor health outcomes. An increase in illness burden 

further diminishes capacity. Workload refers to the everyday life demands in addition to 

the tasks and responsibilities of having an illness or chronic condition, such as taking 

medications, scheduling, and attending medical appointments, undergoing laboratory and 

other diagnostic tests, and completing healthcare-related paperwork. Capacity refers to 

the patient’s ability to handle the workload, defined by a patient’s literacy, social support, 

socioeconomic resources, and physical and mental functioning. The model has been used 

to guide several adult research studies including one aimed at understanding effective 

interventions for reducing hospital readmissions (Leppin et al., 2014). The model has also 

been used as a framework for guiding a systematic review focused on multimorbid 

patient treatment burden (Rosbach & Andersen, 2017). 

 These two frameworks have strengths in their potential application to 

understanding the demands (workload) and ability (capacity) of parents to care for their 

children with medical complexity. For example, both frameworks are focused on patients 

with chronic illness, with the FMSF specific to the pediatric population. Moreover, both 

frameworks acknowledge that patient complexity is dynamic and constantly changes and 

evolves over time. The CCM emphasizes the functional definitions of workload and 
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capacity as pragmatic concepts that influence health outcomes. The FMSF has added to 

the extensive body of knowledge regarding family management styles in a variety of 

populations beyond children with chronic illness.  

 However, there are limitations with each of the models. The CCM is adult 

focused and has been used sparsely in the literature. The FMSF is complex, containing 

three components and eight dimensions, and the concepts are not intuitively linked to 

their operational definitions. The concepts of parental workload and capacity are hidden 

in the FMSF within the dimension of management mindset, which is found in the first of 

three components of the framework.  

While the strengths of the FMSF and CMC significantly outweigh their 

limitations, a revised framework was needed to define the concepts of parental workload 

and parental capacity and explain how these concepts influence health outcomes of CMC, 

particularly when workload exceeds parental capacity more clearly. The FMSF 

dimensions of effort and ability are similar to the constructs of workload and capacity 

from the CCM. However, the CCM goes further to suggest that an imbalance between 

workload and capacity can lead to poor health outcomes (Shippee et al., 2012) Therefore, 

workload and capacity from the CCM were incorporated into the FMSF, enhancing the 

FMSF by offering a new and insightful way of exploring the effects of parental workload 

and capacity on CMC health outcomes. 

Integrated Theoretical Framework  

 The derived theoretical framework incorporates the concepts of workload and 

capacity from the CCM to enhance these concepts within the FMSF. This process results 

in a revised framework that provides richer meaning for understanding the relationship 
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between parental workload and parental capacity for parents of CMC. In the FMSF, the 

concepts of effort and ability to manage CMC care are separate dimensions, with no 

specified relationship between them. The derived framework now illuminates how these 

two concepts interact with one another and influence the health outcomes of CMC, 

particularly when parental workload outweighs parental capacity. Moreover, this 

framework fills a gap in the CMC literature since most studies involving this patient 

population lack an overarching framework for understanding how CMC health can be 

improved. 

New Statement Development Using Workload and Capacity 

 In the theoretical framework developed for use with children with medical 

complexity and their families, a relationship between workload and capacity exists, and is 

proposed to affect the health outcomes of CMC based on evidence in the literature. A 

relationship exists between parental workload and capacity. For example, demanding and 

complex home care regimens for CMC reduce parent capacity due to parental fatigue and 

stress. This phenomenon has been described in studies involving CMC (Caicedo, 2014; 

Cousino & Hazen, 2013). Knafl et al. (2013) found that mothers who regarded their 

child’s chronic condition management as difficult also felt less competent to manage the 

chronic condition. A direct relationship exists between parental workload and CMC 

health outcomes, as evidenced by improved CMC health outcomes when parental 

workload is decreased through the support of a medical home or coordinated care 

program (Avritscher et al., 2019; Mosquera et al., 2014; Ruggiero et al., 2019). A direct 

relationship exists between parental workload, capacity, and health outcomes based on 

research involving mothers of children with chronic asthma. Children had worse asthma 
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outcomes when their mothers had lower perceived ability and higher perceived effort to 

manage their child’s asthma (Gibson-Young et al., 2014). 

The derived framework can be used to expand researchers’ and health care 

providers’ knowledge and understanding of this growing patient population and their 

parents. The framework can be used to examine other factors that may affect CMC 

parents, including differences between mothers and fathers, as well as the workload of 

single CMC parents. In addition, it can be used to explore and understand how parental 

workload and capacity influence parental and sibling health and well-being. Furthermore, 

the framework can be used to investigate how contextual factors such as financial 

resources and social support impact parental workload and capacity.  

Conclusion 

Parents of children with medical complexity carry enormous burdens over the life 

course of their children. As the number of CMC has grown, so too has their medical 

complexity, compounding the demands on parents. Parental workload to care for CMC 

includes a remarkable amount of time providing direct care, time attending a variety of 

health care-related appointments, and time and attention coordinating complex aspects of 

CMC care. Moreover, parents experience financial burdens due to the required time away 

from paid work to manage all aspects of CMC care, adding further to the challenges they 

already experience. Randomized clinical trials of parents who receive substantial support 

from the use of a medical home have demonstrated improved health outcomes of CMC. 

These research findings suggest that parental workload and capacity are concepts that 

influence CMC health outcomes. In addition, CMC parents and health care providers 

identified these concepts as common priorities that require further study. However, 
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knowledge gaps about the relationships of these concepts and how they impact the health 

of CMC remain. A derived theoretical framework using concepts that directly impact the 

lives of parents and families of CMC will add to researchers’ and health care providers’ 

understanding of parental workload and their capacity to meet the demands of caring for 

medically complex children. This is especially important since medical homes and 

coordinated care programs are not currently available to each and every CMC. Further 

study is needed to test this framework in parents of CMC with the hope of developing 

future interventions to attenuate parental workload and enhance parental capacity to meet 

the complex needs of their children.
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Abstract 

Theoretical Principles: Children with medical complexity (CMC) experience poor 

health outcomes despite their high care costs. Their parents face a tremendous workload 

and extraordinary challenges, including economic hardship, to provide care to their 

children. Guided by a theoretical framework, this review discusses what is known about 

this workload and how it impacts the mental health of these parents over time.  

Phenomena Addressed: The workload required by parents of CMC is presented, 

including workload related to direct care, care coordination, and health care access. 

Parents of CMC also experience financial strain that is directly related to the care their 

medically complex children require at home. The relationships between workload, 

socioeconomic status, and parental mental health are explored.  

Research Linkages: Research has demonstrated that as socioeconomic status worsens, 

depression increases. Due to the financial strains that families of CMC experience, the 

impact of parental depression may add further to the demands that parents endure and to 

the health disparities that CMC already experience. Medical homes, safe work hour 

standards, respite care, and routine screening for parental stress, depressive symptoms, 

and family resource needs are critical to supporting parents of CMC to alleviate their 

workload and improve their mental health. 

 

Keywords: children with medical complexity, depression, parent, socioeconomic status, 
stressors 
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Parental Workload in Caring for Children with Medical Complexity: A Review of 

Socioeconomic Status Impact on Parental Depressive Symptoms 

Introduction 

Children with medical complexity (CMC) represent patients with high health care 

utilization due to their chronic, sometimes life-limiting health conditions. Their medical 

diagnoses vary in number and type, and they require a host of health care services (Cohen 

et al., 2011; Kuo et al., 2011). Considerable research has focused on their 

disproportionately high healthcare costs (Simon et al., 2010) and poor health outcomes 

(Cohen et al., 2012; Kuo et al., 2018; Shumskiy et al., 2018) despite the intensive care 

they receive. Moreover, a large proportion of families with CMC report financial 

hardship (Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2019). While studies examining CMC outcomes are 

increasing, research examining the broader impact on parents has been limited, 

particularly the impact on parental mental health. Understanding factors associated with 

parental depressive symptoms is important given evidence for worse health outcomes in 

children whose parents have poor mental health (Pierce et al., 2019), and evidence for 

higher pediatric health care use in depressed mothers (Brooks et al., 2015). Poor mental 

health may limit parents’ ability to care for children, particularly for those children who 

are more medically complex and who require complex care at home such as CMC. 

However, these relationships have not been examined in this patient population.  

It has been well established that as socioeconomic status (SES) decreases, 

depression increases (Lorant et al., 2007). Due to the financial strains that the families of 

CMC are known to sustain, the impact of parental depression may add further to the 

disparities that CMC already experience, and therefore requires further exploration. To 
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understand how parental mental health is impacted, this review outlines the workload 

associated with raising children with medical complexity including their associated health 

care service needs and costs. Given what is known about the relationship between SES 

and depression (Freeman et al., 2016; Lorant et al., 2007) and between SES and social 

stress (Szanton et al., 2005), this review supports the idea that depression may be more 

marked in parents of CMC, underscoring the need to further explore and understand the 

relationships between workload, SES, and depression in this population. This paper 

concludes with several recommendations to reduce the workload experienced by parents 

of CMC. 

Theoretical Framework 

 This review is guided by a framework that integrates components of two theories 

to provide a deeper understanding of the challenges that parents of CMC experience 

(Lawrence & Spratling, 2022). This integrated framework was derived from the Family 

Management Style Framework (Knafl et al., 2012) and the Cumulative Complexity 

Model (Shippee et al., 2012) to examine relationships between relevant concepts 

identified by parents of CMC as important in their lives (Fayed et al., 2019). Specifically, 

the framework explores the relationship between the workload that parents of CMC 

encounter and parents’ ability to do the work necessary to care for their CMC (Lawrence 

& Spratling). The framework posits that poor CMC and family outcomes occur when 

workload exceeds the capacity to care for the complex medical needs of these children. 

Family resources, which includes socioeconomic status and specifically financial 

resources, may moderate (buffer) the relationship between the workload that parents of 
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CMC experience and parental depressive symptoms (see Figure 1). However, these 

relationships have not been explored in this patient population. 

Review 

CMC Definition 

 Children with medical complexity (CMC) are referred to as “the sickest of the 

sick” yet are often confused with other terms such as children with special health care 

needs (CSHCN) (Cohen et al., 2011). While CSHCN do indeed have special health care-

related needs due to a chronic illness, there is considerable difference between CSHCN 

and those who are more medically complex. Specifically, CMC are defined by four main 

features. They have substantial health service needs, have one or more chronic and 

typically lifelong medical conditions such as complex congenital heart disease (CCHD), 

have functional limitations, and have high health care utilization (Cohen et al., 2011; Kuo 

et al., 2011). Clarifying the definition of CMC is essential because several studies 

described in this review include pediatric chronic diseases such as asthma and epilepsy 

that are considered serious but don’t always fit the definition for medical complexity. 

Rather, those are considered conditions under the umbrella of CSHCN, especially when 

they are categorical diagnoses in isolation and not in combination with other medical 

problems (Berry et al., 2015). 

Workload Experienced by Parents of CMC  

 Workload is defined as the day-to-day demands and care activities that parents 

must provide for their CMC and is a main component of the derived theory used to 

understand how workload impacts parent and family outcomes (Lawrence & Spratling, 

2021). These demands occur on a routine basis and have a significant impact on families, 
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since CMC receive their majority of care at home (Javalkar et al., 2017; Page et al., 

2020). Care activities might include giving enteral tube feedings, performing 

tracheostomy care, and administering complex medication regimens. This care can be 

intensive, requiring physical labor and high levels of attention to monitor for and prevent 

clinical decompensation (Schall et al., 2020). Care coordination programs, often referred 

to as “medical homes”, decrease  parental stressors by reducing serious CMC illness, 

reducing hospital costs and hospital lengths of stay (Avritscher et al., 2019; Mosquera et 

al., 2014; Ruggiero et al., 2019a). Medical homes also improve care access and parent 

satisfaction by seamlessly communicating and caring holistically for CMC. However, 

these programs are uncommon and not a widely available resource to parents (Allshouse 

et al., 2018; Hofacer et al., 2019).  Therefore, most parents are left to navigate a complex 

health care system on their own without much guidance, resulting in shortcomings that 

“hit the CMC population first and hardest” (Allshouse et al., 2018, p. S196).   

Parents of CMC are at increased risk for experiencing stress and depressive 

symptoms directly associated with the complex care that CMC require, in addition to the 

social and economic stressors that these parents are already known to experience 

(Pinquart, 2018; Ratliffe et al., 2002; Rehm, 2013). Also referred to as “challenges, 

demands or burdens” by parents (Javalkar et al., 2017; Nygard & Clancy, 2018; Page et 

al., 2020), these stressors are directly related to the care that CMC require at home 

(Javalkar et al., 2017; Page et al., 2020). The workload and demands placed on parents to 

manage the daily home care of CMC are enormous. Parents are sometimes sent home 

with insufficient resources to manage the care that health care providers expect (Schall et 

al., 2020). Moreover, parents also feel unsupported when navigating what they describe 
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as a complex health care system that is fragmented, siloed, and confusing (Allshouse et 

al., 2018; R. Cady & J. Belew, 2017), amplifying the workload they experience. 

Workload Related to Direct Care  

Parents provide most of the direct home care for their child. Often, this care 

requires complex skills (Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020) for which parents receive little 

training (Barnert et al., 2019; Spratling, 2017). Parents are responsible for specialized 

skills at home including managing complex medication schedules and life-sustaining 

medical technology such as feeding tubes, tracheostomies and ventilators (Caicedo, 2014; 

Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020) Nearly half of all children with complex medical needs 

only receive unpaid care at home by one or more family members, and nearly 12% of 

these children receive 21 or more hours of direct, unpaid care each week at home by a 

family member (Romley et al., 2017). Experts now emphasize that these unpaid parent 

work hours exceed what is considered safe in other industries such as nursing, medicine, 

and the aviation industry (Schall et al., 2020).  

Workload Related to Care Coordination 

 In addition to providing direct care, the time parents spend coordinating care is 

considerable, with some parents describing it as a full-time job (R. G. Cady & J. L. 

Belew, 2017). Parents spend a median of between 2 hours per week (Kuo et al., 2011) 

and  6.6 hours each week to coordinate CMC care (Caicedo, 2014; Mooney-Doyle & 

Lindley, 2020; Romley et al., 2017). Effective care coordination requires time and skills 

that are usually provided by medical professionals in a program-based medical home 

(Antonelli et al., 2008; Ruggiero et al., 2019b). However, more than 65% of CMC 

parents receive no care coordination support, magnifying the workload required by 
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parents to manage the complexities involved in the care of their CMC when professional 

care coordination support is not available (Hofacer et al., 2019).  Many parents need to 

quickly adopt these skills as best they can and without much guidance (R. G. Cady & J. 

L. Belew, 2017; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020). Without resources, adequate training 

and preparedness, poorer CMC health outcomes can occur (Boroughs & Dougherty, 

2016). 

Workload Related to Health Care Access 

Parents spend a considerable amount of time taking their CMC to health care 

appointments. It has been reported that parents and their CMC attend a median of 

between 11 and 15 medical appointments each year (Kuo et al., 2011). Others report a 

median of 13 different outpatient physicians providing necessary care from 6 distinct 

medical specialties to manage the medical needs of CMC (Cohen et al., 2012). Parents 

describe traveling frequently to their CMC’s health care specialists, sometimes a 

significant distance from home (Kuo et al., 2016) . This is largely due to many specialists 

being part of urban, tertiary-care centers (R. Cady & J. Belew, 2017). As one can 

imagine, parents must often take time away from paid work to attend these appointments. 

The more medically complex the child, the more specialty providers that are required to 

manage the myriad of conditions, requiring even more appointments (Kuo et al., 2015).  

Despite the degree to which parents and their CMC interact with the health care 

system, CMC are twice as likely to have one or more unmet need when compared to 

children without a complex medical condition despite family income, primary language, 

or having Medicaid (Kuo et al., 2014). This finding suggests that medical complexity is a 

primary determinant of the health inequities seen among CMC, rather than other typical 
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social determinants of health. Unmet needs include prescriptions and preventive medical 

services such as dental and vision care. More than 5% of more medically complex 

children have 5 or more unmet medical service needs (Kuo et al., 2011), which is in 

keeping with findings from later studies (Kuo et al., 2014). Families also have difficulty 

accessing non-medical services such as early intervention and childcare when compared 

to parents of children who are less medically complex, which again points to complexity 

as being a dominant reason for health inequities experienced by CMC (Kuo et al.). The 

frequency of health care visits does not necessarily ensure that all needs are met for this 

fragile patient population. 

Workload Related to Financial Strain 

In addition to the workload associated with providing day to day care for CMC, 

many parents face economic stressors that compound the workload they experience. High 

CMC health care costs are due in large part to their  complexity of health conditions. 

These complex conditions require unique inpatient and outpatient medical and nursing 

management from one or more health care specialists, in addition to expensive 

medications, therapies, procedures and life-sustaining technologies (Allshouse et al., 

2018; Berry et al., 2013). Approximately 5.6 million special health care needs children 

receive an annual 1.5 billion hours of unpaid, family-provided health care, underscoring 

the substantial economic burden these families carry (Romley et al., 2017). The need for 

extensive traveling for specialty care also directly impacts the financial health of many 

families. This is due primarily to lost wages from parents’ interrupted work hours to 

attend CMC appointments and to be present for extended hospital stays (Kuo et al., 2011; 

Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2019, 2020). Moreover, CMC condition complexity appears 
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to be increasing over time (Burns et al., 2010). With increasing medical complexity and 

the expenditures associated with it, these out-of-pocket costs are passed on to parents.    

Many parents experience personal financial insecurity and economic hardship due 

to out-of-pocket, non-reimbursed expenses and lost wages from an inability to work to 

care for their medically complex children (Kuo et al., 2011; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 

2019, 2020; Vessey et al., 2017).  Kuo et al. (2011) reported 46.3% of parents paid more 

than $1,000 in the prior year toward out-of-pocket medical expenses, and  48.7% of 

parents reported a lack of income to cover the medical expenses of their CMC. This same 

study also found that  56.8% of parents reported financial difficulties directly related to 

the costs of unreimbursed CMC care and 54.1% of families required that one family 

member stop working to provide direct care at home for their CMC, consistent with later 

studies (Thomson et al., 2016).  

Families of children with severe cerebral palsy spent between $193 and $7,192.71 

per hospitalization for hip or spine surgery when transportation, lodging, food, dependent 

care, housekeeping, lost work hours and incidental expenses as non-medical out-of-

pocket expenses were included in the analysis (Vessey et al., 2017).  In addition to 

reporting financial strain, more than 75% of families in this study needed additional funds 

to cover their child’s expenses and the costs associated with missed work hours. While 

health insurance covers most hospital-related medical costs, it is well known that it 

doesn’t cover all expenses that are associated with travel requirements to more distant 

health care centers for expert, regional care. 

Another indirect cause of financial hardship that affects families of CMC are 

negative career impacts such as the loss of a promotion or the need to take a leave of 
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absence to care for their CMC (Mandic et al., 2017). Although rarely reported in the 

literature, one study found that 46% of primary caregivers of CMC took a leave of 

absence, compared to 31% of spouses (Mandic et al.). This same study notes that 16% of 

primary caregivers and 15% of their spouses left jobs involuntarily to care for their CMC, 

and 9% of primary caregivers and 12% of their spouses turned down job promotions to 

provide direct home care to their CMC. These employment changes and losses have a 

significant impact on the financial well-being of these families. 

Not surprisingly, parents report a reduced quality of life partially due to the 

financial difficulties associated with caring for their chronically ill child (Lawoko & 

Soares, 2003). Ultimately, the financial costs to CMC parents are inextricably linked to 

the unavoidable time and resources required to independently care for their medically 

complex children at home. It is clear from a number of  studies, some of which use large, 

nationally representative samples, that the workload of parents of CMC is substantial, 

affecting families’ time, financial status, and CMC health and well-being (Kuo et al., 

2011; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2019, 2020). 

Relationship between Workload and Parental Depression  

According to the theoretical framework used to guide this review (Lawrence & 

Spratling, 2021) CMC and parent health outcomes can be negatively impacted when 

workload outweighs capacity. While the challenges and demands that parents face in 

providing direct care for their CMC have been well described, less is known about the 

mental health consequences that this level of care at home has on parents of CMC. 

Different aspects of health in parents of CMC are beginning to emerge in the literature, 
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yet less is known about the mental health, particularly depression, of CMC parents 

(Barnert et al., 2019).  

Several studies have examined depression among parents whose children have 

categorical chronic conditions such as congenital heart disease (Woolf-King et al., 2017), 

Type 1 diabetes, renal disease, or epilepsy (Khanna et al., 2015) and intellectual and 

developmental disabilities (Scherer et al., 2019). A systematic review and meta-analysis 

assessing health outcomes of parents caring for children with chronic illnesses included 

23 studies on depression in their analysis, 11 of which used the Center for 

Epidemiological Studies-Depression (CES-D), which measures for depressive symptoms 

(Cohn et al., 2020). Findings from these studies are similar, with depressive symptoms 

for parents of children with one or more chronic diseases ranging between 31% (Scherer 

et al.) and 38% (Khanna et al.) and as high as 50% (Woolf-King et al.), compared to just 

19% in parents of healthy children (Cohn et al.).  

Although studies have examined depressive symptoms in parents whose children 

have a variety of categorical chronic health problems, less attention has been paid to 

exploring parental depressive symptoms in parents of CMC, highlighting an important 

knowledge gap for this growing, more medically complex patient population. Given the 

well-established link between stress and depression (Hammen, 2004), it is reasonable to 

anticipate that the stress associated with the workload required to care for CMC places 

their parents at increased risk for depression.  

Relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Depression 

 Socioeconomic status (SES) includes economic and educational resources that are 

important to caring for CMC. SES has been linked to both stress exposure (Szanton et al., 
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2005) and depression in the general population (Freeman et al., 2016; Lorant et al., 2007; 

Missinne & Bracke, 2012). SES may serve as a moderating factor between the workload 

and stressors that parents experience in caring for their CMC and parental mental health. 

For example, depressive symptoms may be lower for parents with higher SES who have 

more favorable economic and educational means to better cope with the stressors 

associated with caring for CMC. Woolf-King et al. (2017) emphasized the need to further 

study the moderating factors that most influence the mental health of parents with 

children with critical congenital heart disease (CCHD) based on a lack of consistent 

findings across 30 studies used to understand the impact CCHD has on parental mental 

health. 

 Large studies in the general adult population have examined the relationship 

between socioeconomic status (SES) and depression, finding more depression associated 

with lower SES, both cross-sectionally (Freeman et al., 2016) and over time (Lorant et 

al., 2007). Studies have looked at the relationship between SES and parental depression 

among different populations of children with a variety of chronic health conditions such 

as asthma (Zhou et al., 2014) and intellectual and developmental disabilities (Scherer et 

al., 2019), and demonstrated similar findings, although none of these studies specifically 

included the CMC population.  Driscoll et al. (2010) found comparable levels of 

caregiver depressive symptoms in parents of both type 1 diabetes (T1D) and cystic 

fibrosis (CF) children, with 33.3% of T1D parents and 32.2% of CF parents reporting 

clinically relevant depressive symptoms. Regression analyses demonstrated lower 

caregiver education as the best predictor for caregiver depressive symptoms in the T1D 

group, whereas lack of employment was the best predictor for caregiver depressive 
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symptoms in the CF group, suggesting that depression in parents of children with 

different chronic diseases are impacted by different SES variables in a variety of ways.  

 From these studies that examine the relationship between different SES variables 

and depression in parents of children with a variety of chronic conditions, research has 

established that more depressive symptoms are correlated with lower household income, 

lower caregiver education, or lack of employment. However, research examining these 

relationships in parents of the CMC population is lacking. 

Discussion 

 Evidence from this review highlights parents of CMC experience a number of 

stressors as a direct result of the workload in providing day to day care to their children. 

This workload includes the time required to provide direct care for their CMC, time 

required to coordinate complex care, and time away from work and other daily 

responsibilities to attend a variety of health care appointments or to be present for lengthy 

hospitalizations. The financial strains that parents of CMC experience from lost wages 

and out-of-pocket expenses are enormous and directly impact the SES of these families. 

Expenses such as health care visit and medication copays, non-reimbursed equipment 

costs, and travel expenses to health care specialists add further to the financial stressors 

that these parents already experience. 

The links between stress and depression (Hammen, 2004) and between SES and 

depression (Freeman et al., 2016; Lorant et al., 2007) have been well established. 

Researchers must focus their efforts on the mental health of CMC parents. This is 

important, based on what is known about depression in parents of children with 

categorical chronic health conditions, in addition to what is known about the financial 
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burdens parents of CMC experience. However, there is a gap in our understanding of the 

degree to which these parents experience depression. Moreover, a knowledge gap exists 

in the moderating effects that SES may have on the relationship between workload and 

depression for parents of CMC who already experience significant financial strain. 

Finally, research is needed to examine other variables that may ease the workload of 

these parents and potentially minimize depression, but studies looking first at the 

prevalence of depression is a reasonable starting point.  

Implications for Practice, Nursing Research, Policy, and Advocacy 

Routine screening and assessment of family financial health and parental mental 

well-being is critical, particularly since research demonstrates that as SES worsens, 

depression increases. Such screening is imperative to assist families in obtaining 

available mental health support and financial resources when they are most needed.  

Research examining the relationship between social support and the workload that 

parents of CMC experience is also important, since parents are often isolated and have 

few social supports (Thomson et al., 2016). In addition, studies that explore resilience 

and its protective role in mitigating depression are needed, since resilience influences 

parents’ stress response as well as the health of parents and their children (Lisanti, 2018). 

Importantly, respite care and work-hour safety standards for parents of CMC must 

be developed with proper advocacy and policy support. This is important based on what 

is known about the unpaid, direct care hours that parents provide to care for these 

medically fragile children. CMC experts suggest that parents of CMC should not work to 

care for their children more than 9 consecutive hours based on what is known about the 

association of adverse events and performance-impairing fatigue in other safety-sensitive 
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occupations such as nursing, transportation, and emergency services (Schall et al., 2020; 

Williamson et al., 2011). These experts argue that the work provided by parents to care 

for their CMC should be held to the same safety standards used in other high-risk fields 

to prevent exhaustion and burn out.  

Conclusion 

 Parents of children with medical complexity carry enormous burdens over the 

course of their children’s’ lives. Time-intensive responsibilities that require a high level 

of attention include providing direct care and coordination for their CMC and attending a 

variety of health care-related appointments. These responsibilities often require parents to 

cut down on, stop paid work, or forgo work promotions. These circumstances result in 

financial strain for many families, and poverty for some. The financial impact 

experienced by parents is compounded by non-reimbursed, out of pocket expenses that 

can quickly accumulate with medical complexity. The more medically complex these 

children are, the more time constraints parents experience, thus creating a viscous cycle 

that leads to further financial stress. Experts suspect that parental depression is another 

burden that parents of CMC experience. However, further research is needed to examine 

its prevalence, and to see if SES attenuates parental depression in a growing patient 

population who is disproportionately impacted by financial hardship. 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: Children with medical complexity (CMC) represent a small patient 

population with chronic, sometimes life-limiting conditions, functional limitations, and 

high health care use. Research examining factors that impact the lives of their families 

has been limited. 

Objectives: This study examined relationships among family resources and social 

support, and how these variables impact parents’ workload and their capacity to care for 

their CMC. 

Methods: A non-experimental, cross-sectional, correlational design was conducted in a 

national sample of 106 parents of CMC diagnosed with critical congenital heart disease 

(CCHD). Three instruments were used to measure perceived family resources, perceived 

social support, and perceived workload and capacity to care for this medically complex 

population. 

Results: Parent participants were largely white (84.9%), married/partnered (86.8%), 

biological (91.5%) mothers (98.1%) ranging in age from 23-47 years of age with incomes 

of $50,000 or more (61.3%). The majority of CMC (40.6%) had between 1-3 other health 

conditions in addition to CCHD that required an average of 5 daily medications, and 2 

pieces of medical technology, and 7 health care providers to provide specialty care. 

Parents reported a mean of 72.25 weekly hours providing direct care to manage their 

CMC’s health conditions, and a mean of 8.57 weekly hours to coordinate care. Higher 

family resources were associated with less workload (r = - 0.47, p< .001) and increased 

capacity (r = .54, p< .001), while more social support was associated with higher capacity 

(r = .44, p< .001). Decreased capacity was associated with an increase in workload (r = - 
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0.33, p <.001). Social support and family resources accounted for 24.5% of the variance 

in workload and accounted for 30.1% of the variance in capacity. 

Discussion: The more optimal parents’ social support and family resources are, the less 

likely their workload is high, and the more likely they feel able to meet workload 

demands. Parents more capable of meeting workload demands do indeed perceive less 

workload. Results emphasize the importance of universal screening for social support and 

family resources. Pre-discharge training and simulation programs, in addition to 

expanding the availability of medical homes responsible for care coordination can 

alleviate parents’ workload and enhance parents’ capacity to meet workload demands. 

 

Key words: child; heart defects, congenital; resources; social support; workload. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Children with medical complexity (CMC), whose medical diagnoses vary in 

number and type, represent patients with high health care use due to their chronic health 

conditions that require a number of health care services (Cohen et al., 2011; Kuo et al., 

2011). Conditions such as critical congenital heart disease (CCHD) are examples of 

diagnoses that can be life-long and severe. Although CMC represent less than one percent 

of all children in the United States (Berry et al., 2014), their care costs are 

disproportionally high, accounting for health care spending between $50-$110 billion 

annually, with up to 80 percent of this cost due to hospitalizations (Cohen et al., 2012; 

Lassman et al., 2014). While studies focused on CMC health outcomes are increasing, 

research examining the broader impact on the family is limited. Understanding factors 

that alleviate parental workload to care for the complex needs of CMC and that enhance 

parents’ capacity to manage the care that is required is particularly important for parents 

who have consistently described this care as demanding and stressful (Javalkar et al., 

2017) . Moreover, parents of CMC, together with health care providers who care for 

CMC, have identified “parents’ ability to keep up with the demand” as an important issue 

that warrants further study when examining research priorities (Fayed et al., 2019, p. 

1097).  

 Parents are responsible for managing complex medication schedules and medical 

equipment such as feeding tubes, tracheostomies, oxygen, and/or ventilators (Mooney-

Doyle & Lindley, 2020). Parents take time away from paid work to attend numerous 

appointments with health care specialists which are not always conveniently located 

nearby (Cady & Belew, 2017; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2019). Despite the time parents 
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take to provide care to their CMC, these patients are more likely to have several unmet 

medical needs met (Kuo et al., 2011). This workload, sometimes referred to in the 

scientific literature as “demands” or “burdens”, is directly related to the daily care that 

parents provide to their CMC (Javalkar et al., 2017; Mooney-Doyle & Lindley, 2020). 

This pile-up of demands affects families financially and socially (Thomson et al., 2016). 

The workload related to caregiving is in addition to other routine daily responsibilities 

such as caring for other children, laundry, and meal preparation, while sometimes 

working outside the home.  

 Parents of CMC are negatively impacted economically. Studies describing the 

experiences of parents of CMC consistently report financial hardships that go hand-in-

hand with the time required to care for CMC (Kuo et al., 2014). Parents caring for CMC 

report costly, out-of-pocket expenditures (Vessey et al., 2017), and more than half of 

parents stop working outside the home to care for their CMC (Kuo et al., 2011; Mooney-

Doyle & Lindley, 2019). More than half of families experience financial problems which 

was found to be significantly associated with poverty in one study (Mooney-Doyle & 

Lindley). 

 In addition, parents of CMC experience social hardships. Many parents describe 

negative impacts when social support is lacking, which includes feeling isolated and 

poorly understood by others (Caicedo, 2014; Mesman et al., 2013). Families of CMC are 

more likely to report little expectation of receiving any help from family or friends when 

assistance is needed (Thomson et al., 2016). Understaffed and underfunded community 

and home care services make the scarcity of social support that much more difficult for 

parents of CMC (Berry et al., 2014; Kuo et al., 2011). Parents of CMC describe the loss 
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of free time to socialize or make friends, and the inability to get breaks from caring for 

their CMC (Whiting, 2013). Indeed, the complicated nature of caring for CMC places 

parents at increased risk for experiencing stressors associated with the workload that 

CMC require at home, in addition to the social and economic stressors that these parents 

are already known to experience (Pinquart, 2018; Thomson et al., 2016).   

 Social support improves coping and parenting self-efficacy and deters caregiver 

burden and depressive symptoms in some pediatric patient populations (Leahy‐Warren et 

al., 2012; Tak & McCubbin, 2002). Social support and family resources, which includes 

financial resources, may play a role in easing the burdens experienced by these families. 

However, these relationships have rarely been explored in the CMC population. 

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine relationships among family 

resources, social support, workload, and capacity in parents of children with medical 

complexity. Eligible participants were 18 years or older, English-speaking, and the 

biological, adoptive, or foster parent (single or partnered) who considered themselves to 

be the primary caregiver of a child 6 months through 5 years of age who fits the 

definition of CMC by Cohen et al. (2011). To provide a thread of consistency and 

homogeneity in a group whose medical diagnoses are often heterogeneous, this study 

included CMC diagnosed CCHD as defined by the Centers for Disease Control (Centers 

for Disease Control, 2020).  

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework used to guide this study was an integrated model 

derived from the Family Management Style Framework (Knafl et al., 2012) and the 

Cumulative Complexity Model (Shippee et al., 2012). The model (Lawrence & Spratling, 
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2022) incorporates the concepts of workload and capacity from the Cumulative 

Complexity Model (CCM) to enhance the dimensions of effort and ability within the 

Family Management Style Framework (FMSF) as seen in Figure 1. The FMSF provides a 

framework for understanding how families respond to, manage, and incorporate a child’s 

chronic illness into everyday family life. According to the FMSF, a family’s social 

network and family resources contribute to the ease or difficulty in how a family manages 

a child’s chronic illness (Knafl et al., 2012). The dimensions of ability and effort from the 

FMSF are similar to the constructs of workload and capacity from the CCM. However, 

the CCM goes further to posit that when workload outweighs capacity, poor health 

outcomes can occur (Shippee et al., 2012). Given theoretical frameworks have rarely 

been included in studies focused on parents and their CMC, this framework fills an 

important gap in the CMC literature.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 A non-experimental, cross-sectional, correlational design was used to examine 

relationships among family resources, social support, workload, and capacity in parents 

of children with medical complexity. Institutional review board approval was obtained 

from Georgia State University prior to participant recruitment and data collection. The 

target population for this study were parents of CMC diagnosed with CCHD between the 

ages of 6 months and 5 years of age. The definition of CMC by Cohen et al. (2011) was 

used. Selection of CMC between the age of 6 months through 5 years of age provided an 

acceptable age range to allow for an adequate sample size, and during which timeframe a 

large proportion of CCHD surgical procedures take place. At the same time, this age 
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range excluded the newborn period during which time is known be very stressful for 

parents of a new child with medical complexities or CCHD (Woolf-King et al., 2018).  

A power analysis using G*Power (Faul et al., 2009), was used to determine the 

sample size for this study based on the specific aims and research questions of this study.  

Power analysis was conducted using bivariate correlation and multiple regression. Using 

a moderate effect size, a power of .80, and an alpha level of .05, the sample size was 

determined by selecting the largest calculated sample size which is 92. After accounting 

for a 15% incomplete participant survey rate, the final target sample size was 106.  

All aspects of this study were conducted remotely. A non-random (convenience 

and snowball) sample of 106 parents who met the inclusion criteria were recruited 

through the use of a digital flyer shared through local and national social media platforms 

and CMC parent support groups which allowed for a potentially more diverse sample of 

CMC parents. Data collected in Qualtrics included demographic data, participants’ 

responses to three instruments, and the email addresses for participants who wished to 

receive participation renumeration in the form of a $20 e-gift card. 

Measures and Instruments 

Demographic Variables 

 A demographic survey developed by the researchers was used to assess a number 

of parent and CMC characteristics and had a Flesch-Kincaid grade level of 6.2. 

Family Resources 

 Family resources was measured using the Revised Family Resource Scale (FRS-

R) (Van Horn et al., 2001). This 20-item self-report scale measures the perception of 

available family resources including money, time for self and family, and basic needs 
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such as food, housing, and clothing. Using a 5-point response scale ranging from 1 (never 

adequate) to 5 (always adequate), total scores are obtained by summing responses with a 

potential total score of 20 to 100, with higher scores representing more perceived family 

resources. Internal consistency reliability for this instrument has ranged from .72 - .84, 

and validity has been established by exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis that 

resulted in the revised instrument that was stable using four factors (Van Horn et al.). 

Social Support 

 Social support was measured using the The Personal Resource Questionnaire 

2000 (PRQ2000) (Weinert, 2003). This instrument uses15 positively worded items to 

measure the overall level of perceived social support. Using a 7-point Likert scale 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), total scores are achieved by 

summing the 15 responses for a potential total score ranging from 15 to 105, with higher 

scores representing higher levels of perceived social support. Internal consistency 

reliability for this instrument has ranged from .87 to .93 from different adult samples and 

has undergone robust construct validity examination (Weinert).  

Parental Workload and Capacity 

 The Family Management Measure (FaMM) measures parents’ perceptions of a 

chronically ill child’s treatment regimen and its incorporation into day-to-day life (Knafl 

et al., 2011). Two of the six subscales of the FaMM, used to measure perceived effort 

(workload) and perceived ability (capacity) on a 5-point Likert scale, were used for this 

study. The condition management effort (workload) subscale measures parents’ 

perceptions of the workload needed to manage their children’s chronic conditions using 4 

items, with higher values signifying greater effort needed to manage the condition. 
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Internal consistency reliability ranged between .74 for mothers and .78 for fathers (Knafl 

et al). The condition management ability (capacity) subscale measures parents’ 

perceptions of their competence to care for children’s’ chronic illnesses using 12 items, 

and higher values are associated with parents’ view of themselves as more capable of 

managing the chronic condition. Internal consistency reliability for this subscale ranged 

between .72 for mothers and .73 for fathers (Knafl et al.). Construct validity has been 

supported by significant correlations with other family functioning measures (Knafl et 

al.). 

Statistical Analysis 

 All data was analyzed using IBM SPSS Version 27. The data was checked for 

quality, missing values, outliers, and normality. Any outliers and missing values were 

validated with all study participants via email. Prior to addressing the research questions, 

assumptions of regression were tested for normality, outliers, and homoscedasticity and 

lack of multicollinearity. Internal consistency reliability was calculated for each of the 

instruments used in this study. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the sample 

characteristics and responses to questions on the demographics form. Frequencies and 

percentages were presented for categorical variables and means and standard deviations 

were presented for continuous variables. Bivariate correlation and multiple regression 

was used to examine relationships between the independent and dependent variables 

including testing for moderation effects. A significance value of .05 was used for all 

statistical analyses.  
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RESULTS 

Sample Characteristics 
 
 The 106 parent participants of children with medical complexity represented 40 of 

the 50 United States, the majority (13.2%) of which came from Texas. Parent 

participants’ mean age was 32.95 (SD=5.06) and ranged between 23 and 47 years of age. 

The mean number of dependent children at home, which included their CMC, was 2.56 

(SD=1.47). The majority of participants were married/partnered (86.8%) mothers 

(98.1%) who were the biologic parent (91.5%) of their CMC. The majority (84.9%) of 

parent participants were white, and just over half (51%) of parents worked outside the 

home, with 30.2% working full-time.  

The majority (37.7%) of parent participants were college graduates with a 

working car (92.5%) to use for transporting their CMC to health care-related 

appointments, and with a reported family income of $50,000 or greater (61.3%). The 

majority of parent participants reported a history of changing their job status to care for 

their CMC, with 62 (58.5%) taking a leave of absence from their job due to their child’s 

health condition, and 70 (66%) cutting down on work hours because of their child’s 

condition.  

Characteristics of CMC 

 The mean age in months of CMC was 33.78 (SD=18.99) and ranged between 6 

and 71 months of age. The majority of CMC were white (71.7%) males (59.4%) with 

public health insurance (46.2%). All CMC had some type of critical congenital heart 

disease (CCHD) that required surgical intervention in the first year of life, the three most 

common of which were ventricular septal defect (39.6%), single ventricle physiology 
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(31.1%) and Tetralogy of Fallot (28.3%). The CMC in this study had a number of other 

health conditions, with only 15 (14.2%) reporting no other health conditions aside from 

their CCHD diagnosis. Forty-three (40.6%) CMC had between 1-3 other health 

conditions, whereas 31 (29.2%) had between 4-6 other health conditions beside their 

CCHD diagnosis. Seventeen (15.9%) CMC had 7 or more health conditions. The three 

most common conditions included developmental delay (63.2%), speech/language delay 

(52.8%), and genetic conditions other than Trisomy 21 (26.4%). 

CMC used a mean of 5.67 (SD=4.56) daily medications. Forty (37.7%) children 

need to be given medication three or more times a day, with the majority (54.7%), 

needing medication once or twice a day. All CMC in this study used at least one piece of 

life-sustaining medical equipment, with a mean of 2.53 (SD=2.32) pieces of medical 

equipment, the most common which was respiratory equipment (49.1%). See Table 1 for 

the demographic characteristics of CMC. 

Table 1 

Parent Participant (N=106) 

Characteristics M (SD) Observed 
Range 

N (%) 

Parent       
Age (years) 32.95 5.06 23-47 106  
Number of children at homea 2.56 1.47 1-8   
Parent Type 
     Mother 
     Father 
     Biologic 
     Foster 
     Adoptive 

 
 

  104 
2 
97 
1 
8 

 
(98.1%) 
(1.9%) 
(91.5%) 
(.9%) 
(7.5%) 

 
Marital Status 
     Married/Partnered 
     Single/Divorced 

 
 

   
92 
14 

 
(86.8%) 
(13.2%) 
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Race/Ethnicity 
     A. Indian or Alaska Native 
     Asian 
     Black or African American 
     Hispanic 
     Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
     White, Non-Hispanic 
     Two or more races 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
4 
4 
3 
10 
1 
90 
4 

 
(3.8%) 
(3.8%) 
(2.8%) 
(9.4%) 
(.9%) 

(84.9%) 
(3.8%) 

Employment Status 
     Full-time 
     Part-time 
     Unemployed 
 

    
32 
22 
52 

 
(30.2%) 
(20.8%) 
(49.1%) 

Education Level 
     High school graduate 
     Some college 
     College graduate 
     Post-graduate study 

    
10 
31 
40 
25 
 

 
(9.4%) 
(29.2%) 
(37.7%) 
(23.6%) 

 
Working car for CMC 
transportation 
     No car 
     Own car  
     Unreliable car 
 

    
4 
98 
4 

 
(3.8%) 
(92.5%) 
(3.8%) 

 
Household Income 
     < $50,000 
     > $50,000 
 

    
 

41 
65 
 

 
 

(38.7%) 
(61.3%) 

History of  Job Status Change 
     Left job to care for CMC 
     Took leave to care for CMC 
     Cut down hours to care for 
CMC 
     Avoided promotion CMC 
     Avoided job change to keep 

insurance 

    
39 
62 
70 
28 
49 

 
(36.8%) 
(58.5%) 
(66%) 

(26.4%) 
(46.2%) 
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Table 2 

CMC Characteristics (N=106) 

Characteristics M (SD) Observed 
Range N (%) 

Age in months 
 

33.77 (19) 6-71   

Gender     
Males   63 (59.4%) 
Females   43 (40.6%) 

 
Ethnicity 

    

A. Indian or Alaska Native   3 (2.8%) 
Asian   3 (2.8%) 
Black or African American   4 (3.8%) 
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander   2 (1.9%) 
White, non-Hispanic   76 (72.4%) 
Hispanic   13 (12.3%) 
Two or more races   17 (16.2%) 

 
Insurance Type 

    

Public   49 (46.2%) 
Private   25 (23.6%) 
Both   32 (30.2%) 

 
CCHD Type 

    

VSD   42 (39.6%) 
Single Ventricle   33 (31.1%) 
TOF   30 (28.3%) 
PA   20 (18.9%) 
DORV   18 (17%) 
TGA   12 (11.3%) 
CoA   11 (10.4%) 
PVS   9 (8.5%) 
CAVC   7 (6.6%) 
IAA   5 (4.7%) 
TA   3 (2.8%) 
TAPVR   2 (1.9%) 
Ebstein anomaly   2 (1.9%) 

 
Other Health Conditions     

None   15 (14.2%) 
Between 1-3   43 (40.6%) 
Between 4-6   31 (29.2%) 
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More than 6   17 (15.9%) 

Number of Daily Medications 
 
5.67 (4.56) 
 

1-25   

Medication Frequency     
No medications   8 (7.5%) 
1-2 times a day   58 (54.7%) 
Three or more times a day   40 (37.7%) 

 
Number of Medical Equipment 

 
2.53 (2.32) 

 
1-12 

  

 
Medical Equipment Type 

    

Cardiovascular   10 (9.4%) 
Respiratory   52 (49.1%) 
Digestive   79 (74.5%) 
Medication   12 (11.3%) 
Mobility   19 (17.9%) 
Hearing   3 (2.8%) 
Other   7 (6.6%) 

     
 
Note. VSD=Ventricular septal defect; TOF=Tetralogy of Fallot; PA=Pulmonary atresia; 

DORV=Double outlet right ventricle; TGA=Transposition of the great arteries; 

CoA=Coarctation of the aorta; PVS=Pulmonary vein stenosis; CAVC=Complete 

atrioventricular canal; IAA=Interrupted aortic arch; TA=Truncus arteriosus; 

TAPVR=Total anomalous pulmonary venous return. 

Care Requirements of CMC 

Parents reported a mean of 72.25 (SD=49.19) weekly hours providing direct care 

to manage their CMCs’ conditions, and a mean of 8.57 (SD=7.57) hours weekly to 

coordinate care of their CMC. The majority of parents (37.7%) reported having no one 

other than themselves to provide care for their CMC, while 32% of the parent sample had 

just one other person to assist them in unpaid caregiving. The majority of CMC (62.3%) 

received no weekly paid nursing hours to provide care at home. Of the remaining 37.7% 
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who did receive paid nursing hours, the mean number of weekly hours received was 

18.02 (SD=34.79). The CMC in this study required a mean of 7.2 (SD=3) health care 

specialists to help manage their health care conditions. CMC attended a mean of 5.22 

(SD=5.22) well visits in the prior year and a mean of 25.48 (SD=36.24) visits to 

subspecialists in the prior year, resulting in a mean of 6.44 (SD=7.56) estimated weekly 

hours traveling to see CMC health care providers. More than half (55.7%) of the parent 

sample reported paying an estimated $1000 or more annually for out-of-pocket expenses 

for their CMC, with just over 25% reporting estimated out-of-pocket costs of $5000 or 

more. See Table 2 for characteristics of the care requirements for CMC. 

Table 3 

Care Requirements of CMC (N=106) 

Characteristics M (SD) Observed 
Range N % 

CMC paid weekly nursing hours a 18.02 34.79 0-168 41 38.7 
Weekly direct care hours 72.25 49.19 1-168   
Weekly CC hours 8.57 7.57 1-33   
Number unpaid caregivers 1.09 1.13 1-4   
Number annual well visits 5.22 5.22 0-30   
Number annual specialty visits 25.48 36.24 1-310   
Number of specialists 7.2 3.00 2-19   
Weekly travel hours 6.44 7.56 0-45   
Out-of-pocket Medical Expensesb       

$0     9 (8.5%) 
$1 to $499     25 (23.6%) 
$500 to $999     13 (12.3%) 
$1000 to $5000     32 (30.2%) 
>$5000     27 (25.5%) 

 
Note. aNumber and % of CMC who receive paid nursing hours. bAnnual estimates. 
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Reliability of Instruments 

All instruments and subscales had acceptable internal reliability consistency 

defined as a minimum alpha coefficient of >.70.  

Personal Resource Questionnaire 2000. The 15-item PRQ 2000 was completed by all 

106 participants with a mean total score of 77.89 (SD=17.91), a minimum score of 15 

and a maximum score of 105. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient was acceptable 

at .93. 

Revised Family Resource Scale. All 106 parent participants completed the 20-item 

Revised Family Resource Scale resulting in a mean total score of 72.58 (SD=12.34) with 

a minimum score of  38 and a maximum score of 75. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability 

coefficient for this scale was acceptable at .91. 

Family Management Measure (FaMM). All 106 parent participants completed the 4-

item condition management effort subscale of the FaMM to measure perceived workload. 

The mean subscale score was 16.75 (SD= 2.77), a minimum score of 10, and a maximum 

score of 20. The Cronbach’s alpha for this subscale was .70. In addition, all participants 

completed the 12-item condition management ability subscale of the FaMM, used to 

measure perceived capacity. The mean score for this subscale was 43.89 (SD=6.56), the 

minimum score was 27 and the maximum score was 58. The Cronbach’s alpha for this 

subscale was .71. 

Relationships among Major Study Variables 

Correlation analyses were used to assess relationships between the major 

variables. Cohen’s standard was used to evaluate the strength of the relationships. Based 

on bivariate correlations, higher perceived family resources were significantly associated 
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with higher perceived social support (r = .55, p < .001), decreased workload (r = -0.47, p 

< .001)  and higher perceived capacity (r = .54, p < .001). While higher perceived social 

support was not significantly associated with perceived workload, it was significantly 

associated with higher perceived capacity (r = .44, p < .001). Perceived capacity was 

negatively correlated with perceived workload (r = - 0.33, p < .001), indicating that as 

perceived capacity decreased, workload increased.  

Impact of Social Support and Family Resources on Workload 

To assess the impact of social support and family resources on parents’ perceived 

workload, multiple regression was conducted to test the relationships as seen in Table 3. 

Because the participant sample was very homogeneous with regard to race, gender, and 

education, and because this study was exploratory, no covariates were used in any of the 

regression models. In Model 1, there was no statistically significant association found 

between perceived social support and workload (β = -0.14, SE = .02, p = .140) 

demonstrating that perceived social support did not influence perceived workload in this 

study. Model 2 findings indicated that there is a negative relationship between family 

resources and workload (β = -0.49, SE = .03, p < .001) and family resources accounted 

for 23% of the variability in workload (Adj. R2 = .230). Therefore, perceived workload 

decreases as perceived family resources increase. Model 3 analyses are similar to Models 

1 and 2 in that there was no significant relationship between social support and workload, 

but there was a statistically significant relationship between family resources and 

workload (β = -0.59, SE = .04, p < .001). Taken together, social support and family 

resources account for 24.5% of the variation in workload (Adj. R2 = .245). 
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Table 4 
 
Workload, Regression 

 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
 β SE Sig. β SE Sig. β SE Sig. 
Support          
     Social support -.14 .02 .140    .18 .02 .081 
     Family resources    -0.49 .03 <.001*** -0.59 .04 <.001*** 
Constant - 1.25 <.001*** - 1.82 <.001*** - 1.80 <.001*** 
Adj. R2 .011 .230 .245 
 
p<0.05 *, p<0.01 **, p<0.001 * 
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Impact of Social Support and Family Resources on Capacity 

 Table 4 contains the regression analysis used to test the relationships between 

social support, family resources, and perceived capacity. In Model 1, social support had a 

significant positive relationship to capacity (β = .44, SE .03, p < .001) with social support 

accounting for 18.2% of the variability in perceived capacity. Thus, as social support 

increases, so too does perceived capacity. Model 2 findings indicate a significant positive 

relationship between family resources and capacity (β = .54, SE .07, p < .001), with 

family resources accounting for 27.9% of the variability in perceived capacity. This 

indicates that with more adequate family resources, perceived capacity increases. Model 

3 findings demonstrate that when both social support and family resources are entered 

simultaneously in the regression model, they together account for 30.1% of the variability 

in perceived capacity (Adj. R2 = .301). The β weights indicated that both social support 

(β = .20, SE = .04, p < .05) and family resources (β = .42, SE= .08, p < .001) significantly 

predict capacity, with family resources having a greater effect on capacity than social 

support. 
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Table 5 
 
Capacity, Regression 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
 β SE Sig. β SE Sig. β SE Sig. 
Support          
     Social support .44 .03 <.001***    .20 .04 .042* 
     Family resources    .54 .07 <.001*** .42 .08 <.001*** 
Constant - 2.59 <.001*** - 4.13 <.001*** - 4.07 <.001*** 
Adj. R2 .182 .279 .301 

 
p<0.05 *, p<0.01 **, p<0.001 *** 
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Relationship between Workload and Capacity 

 Simple linear regression was used to examine the relationship between workload 

and capacity. As seen in Table 5, workload significantly negatively predicts capacity (β = 

- 0.33, p < .001), and 9.9% of the variance in workload can be explained by capacity 

(Adj. R2 = .099). Thus, as capacity diminishes, workload increases. 

 
Table 6 
 
Workload, Regression 
 
 Model 
 β SE Sig. 
Capacity -0.33 .04 <.001 *** 
Constant - 1.73 <.001 *** 
Adj. R2 .099 

 
p<0.05 *, p<0.01 **, p<0.001 *** 

DISCUSSION 

Findings from this study indicate that adequate family resources ease the 

perceived workload of parents with CMC and is associated with more capacity to manage 

the work required of parents. While social support does not influence workload, it is 

associated with higher perceived capacity. Moreover, when capacity is diminished, 

perceived workload is higher for these parents. Results of this study add to the body of 

research reporting the challenges experienced by parents of CMC. Specifically, this study 

begins to fill a knowledge gap about the quantitatively measurable relationship between 

workload and capacity, and how social support and family resources impact parents’ 

workload and capacity.  

To our knowledge, this study is the first to explore relationships between social 

support, family resources, workload, and capacity in parents of CMC with CCHD. Given 
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the challenges in caring for CMC with CCHD at home, it is not surprising that when 

perceived family resources were adequate, workload was less prevalent, and capacity was 

higher. Nor was it surprising that decreased capacity is associated with more workload. 

Taken together, these findings highlight the need to address factors for supporting 

families in ways that enhance their capacity and ease workload.  

Research has demonstrated that caring for children with medical complexity 

affects the relationships and social lives of the families that care for them. Parents of 

technology dependent children have reported that it is often easier to remain at home 

(Rehm, 2013). This may explain why there is no statistically significant relationship 

between social support and workload, in that parents of CMC rely on few others to help 

them with the day-to-day care, leaving little time for these families to socialize. On the 

other hand, parents who have a strong social support network have reported that extended 

family members who assist with day-to-day tasks allows parents to focus on the care of 

their CMC (Foster et al., 2022). This may be another explanation for the absence of a 

significant relationship between social support and workload. 

Building on prior research describing the financial challenges that parents of 

CMC face, this study demonstrates that a lack of adequate family resources has a 

significant impact on these parents. Specifically, a lack of perceived family resources 

significantly predicted workload. This finding lends strong support for universal 

screening of family resources so that workload can potentially be decreased. Screening 

all parents is important because parents of CMC are already stressed and overburdened 

by their daily care responsibilities from which they get little relief. 
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Perceived social support and perceived family resources are contextual influences 

that can hinder or support parents’ management of their CMCs’ conditions (Knafl et al., 

2012). Both variables were significantly correlated with workload and capacity in this 

study. These findings support the usefulness of the theoretical framework used in this 

study to understand the challenges faced by parents of CMC. 

The results of this study must be considered in the context of several noted 

limitations. Recruitment efforts were done solely online which can affect the 

representativeness of the sample. Notably, participants in this study were largely 

homogeneous with regard to marital status, race, education, and gender, which limits the 

generalization of our findings. Although this was a national sample, the non-random 

sample consisted of a more than 90% white, non-Hispanic, married female participant 

group. Random sampling would limit biases and strengthen future study results. A second 

limitation is that all study questionnaires and instruments were self-reported and therefore 

could not be confirmed by in-person observations or medical records. Self-reporting may 

have contributed to recall and response bias. Face-to-face interviewing may have 

provided greater accuracy of the information shared by participants. Lastly, it is difficult 

to know how the COVID-19 pandemic affected participants’ lives. No measures exist 

that differentiate between workload due to providing care to CMC versus workload due 

to challenges from the pandemic.  

Nurses are in a prime position to assess for adequate social supports, family 

resources and parental depressive symptoms. Such screening is imperative to assist 

families in obtaining the supports necessary. Respite care and work-hour safety standards 

for parents of CMC must be developed with advocacy and policy support. This is 
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important based on what is known about the unpaid care hours that parents provide for 

medically fragile children. CMC experts suggest that these parents should not work to 

care for their children more than 9 consecutive hours based on what is known about the 

association of adverse events and performance-impairing fatigue in other safety-sensitive 

occupations such as nursing, transportation, and emergency services (Schall et al., 2020; 

Williamson et al., 2011). These experts argue that the work provided by parents to care 

for their CMC should be held to the same safety standards used in other high-risk fields 

to prevent exhaustion and burn out. Further nursing research is needed to develop and test 

interventions aimed at minimizing workload and facilitating capacity in parents of CMC. 

Conclusion 

The findings from this study add to the limited body of knowledge about the 

relationship between social and family supports and perceived workload for parents of 

CMC. This study, guided by an integrated theoretical framework, was the first to explore 

relationships between social support and family resources, and how they impact workload 

and capacity. These findings highlight the need for universal screening for social support 

and family resources. In addition, these findings emphasize the need for policies and care 

models that reduce workload while building capacity to manage the workload required to 

care for CMC at home. Medical homes that provide care coordination to these parents are 

one effective way to minimize workload, yet they are not a widely available resource. 

Until medical homes universally exist for all CMC, interventions aimed at building 

capacity and minimizing workload for parents are needed so that the health and well-

being of CMC and their parents can be strengthened. 
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Figure 1 

 
Derived Theory for Understanding the Influence of Family Resources and Social Support 

on Parental Workload and Capacity to Care for Children with Medical Complexity 
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APPENDIX D 

Supplemental Material – Recruitment Flyer 

PARENT VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
 

for a study involving parents of  
children with medical complexity 

who also have certain types of heart defects 
 

 

You may qualify if: 

 

* You are 18 years of age or older 

* You have a child with medical complexity who is 

between  

6 months and 5 years of age 

* Your child uses medical technology (like a feeding tube) 

 
If you qualify, you will receive a $20 gift card for completing 

on-line questionnaires that may take up to 1 hour to complete. 
 
If you are interested in participating, email, call, or text. 

 
 

 

For questions, contact Patricia R. Lawrence, PhD (c), 

RN, MSN 

Phone number:  774-292-9234 

Email:  plawrence4@student.gsu.edu 
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APPENDIX D 

Supplemental Material – Demographics Questionnaire 

 
Parent information 
 

1. Parent age in years:  _____ 
2. Are you (check one):  Biologic parent_____ Foster parent _____  Adoptive parent 

_____ 
3. Gender:  Male _____  Female _____ 
4. Marital Status:  Single __ Married __ Separated __Divorced __Widowed __                    

Not married but living with a partner ___ 
5. Education (Check one): 

a. Less than 9th grade _____ 
b. Some high school _____ 
c. High school graduate _____ 
d. Some college _____ 
e. College graduate _____ 
f. Post-graduate study _____ 

6. Do you have a working car that you can depend on to take your child to health 
care visits? Yes _____  No _____ 

7. Your residence zip code  _____ 
8. Race: 

a. Asian _____ 
b. African American/Black _____ 
c. American Indian or Alaska Native _____ 
d. Caucasian _____ 
e. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander _____ 
f. Two or more races _____ 

9. Ethnicity:  Are you Hispanic or Latino of any race?   Yes _____ No _____ 
10. Annual Household Income (check one): 

a. Less than $10,000 _____ 
b. $10,001-$20,000 _____ 
c. $20,001-40,000 _____ 
d. $40,001-$50,000 _____ 
e. Between $50,001 and $75,000 _____ 
f. Between $75,001 and $100,000 _____ 
g. Greater than $100,000 

11. Work (check one): Full time _____ Part-time _____ I do not work _____ 
12. In the last 12 months, have your or another family member: 

a. Left a job or taken a leave of absence because of your child’s health or 
condition?   Yes _____  No _____ 
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b. Cut down on the hours you work because of your child’s health or 
condition?  
Yes _____  No _____ 

c. Avoided changing jobs because of concerns about maintaining health 
insurance for your child?  Yes _____  No _____ 

d. Avoided taking a promotion because of your child’s health or condition?  
Yes _____  No _____ 

13. How many children live in your home? _____ 
14. Number of hours you spend each week (on average) providing direct care for your 

child? _______ 
15. Number of hours you spend each week (on average) coordinating your child’s 

care  (includes making phone calls, appointments, filling out paperwork for your 
child) _______ 

16. Number of hours per week you spend traveling (by public transportation or 
personal car) to meet your child’s health care needs? _____  

17. How much money did you pay for your child’s medical, health, dental, and vision 
care in the last 12 months that your insurance did not cover?   

a. $0 
b. $1-$249 
c. $250-$499 
d. $500-$999 
e. $1000-$5000 
f. More than $5000 

 
 
Child Information 
 

1. Child’s age in months ______ years _____ 
2. Child’s gender:  Male _____ Female _____ 
3. Child’s race:   

a. Asian _____ 
b. African American/Black _____ 
c. American Indian or Alaska Native _____ 
d. Caucasian _____ 
e. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander _____ 
f. Two or more races _____ 

4. Child’s ethnicity:  Is child Hispanic or Latino of any race?   Yes _____ No _____ 
5. Health insurance:  Public_____ Private _____ Both _____ 
6. Child’s medical diagnoses:  Select all that apply (Drop down menu will include 

arthritis, asthma, autism or autistic spectrum disorder, cerebral palsy, diabetes, 
seizure disorder, headaches/migraines, Down syndrome, Tourette syndrome, 
anxiety problem, depression, blood disorder (such as sickle cell disease or 
hemophilia), cystic fibrosis, genetic condition beside Down Syndrome, Behavior 
problem, developmental delay, Intellectual disability, speech/language problem, 
learning disability, other) 
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7. Child’s critical congenital heart disease diagnosis (Drop down menu to include all 

diagnoses of CCHD from CDC) 
 

8. What medical needs does your child have? (check all that apply) 
a. Tracheostomy  
b. Ventilator 
c. Oxygen only 
d. BiPAP/CPAP  
e. Gastrostomy  tube “G-tube” 
f. Nasogastric tube “NG tube” 
g. Central line for IV medications or access (PICC line, CVL or Port-a-Cath) 
h. Subcutaneous infusion 
i. Nebulizer 
j. Vest / Cough-assist device 
k. Other: _______________ 

9. Number of trained caregivers at home _____ 
10. Professional nursing hours your child receives per week  _____ 
11. Rehabilitation therapies (Check all that apply) 

a. Physical Therapy (PT)      How many times per week? ______ 
b. Occupational Therapy (OT) How many times per week? ______ 
c. Speech Therapy (ST)  How many times per week? ______ 
d. Other therapy _________ How many times per week? ______ 

12. How many visits in the last year has your child seen the pediatrician for well child 
care?  

13. Specialists involved in your child’s care (check all that apply) 
a. Cardiologist   How many visits in the last year? _____ 
b. Pulmonologist   How many visits in the last year? _____ 
c. Neurologist   How many visits in the last year? _____ 
d. Orthopedist   How many visits in the last year? _____ 
e. Gastroenterologist  How many visits in the last year? _____ 
f. Nephrologist   How many visits in the last year? _____ 
g. Endocrinologist  How many visits in the last year? _____ 
h. Other     How many visits in the last year? _____ 

14. Number of medications your child takes every day _____ 
15. How many times per day do you give your child any medication? _____ 
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